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Workh

Moore Imprinter Detacher for workhorse

production. Does four precision jobs: slits margins,
imprints fixed data; detaches continuous forms
or continuous tab cards; stacks in

Moore Electronic Counter accurately counts

shows number of
detached for
production
cost records. For use
with Moore Detachers. Easily installed or
factory-installed on new Detachers.

Moore forms-handling equipment is
built for workhorse performance.
Controls your after-writing continuous
forms-handling problems.
Performs off-line jobs fast and efficiently
to reduce labor costs, eliminates manual handling
of forms, and increases production through . . .
Imprinting of fixed data, trimming and
detaching • Processing of two-wide forms,
mid-slitting and sequential stacking in separate
packs • Interstacking of two-wide forms in
numeric sequence • Decollating carbons;
deleaving carbons; and refolding of packs •
Detaching continuous multiple-part forms in unit sets
Counting each document with an electronic
counter for costs purposes • Slitting either one or
both margins when detaching, in one pass.
Dependability? The initial warranty
and a fully trained staff of Service
Representatives insure it, with Moore’s
Total Value, before and after the sale.
Let the Moore man demonstrate.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol4/iss6/10
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Moore Heavy-Duty Detacher is ruggedly built

for multiple detaching operations and
long runs. Slits margins, detaches, stacks
in sequence. Put this workhorse to work.

Moore Multi-Web Decollator redesigned for

optimum decollating precision. Slits
of multiple-part continuous forms, rewinds
carbons, refolds. Basic 4-web unit is
expandable by the addition of -web units.

Moore Forms Decollator — the most

efficient decollator made for removing
carbons from multiple-part forms.
Redesigned for unequalled results in
speeds up to 350 feet per minute.

Moore Interstacker eliminates manual inter

spersing of detached forms. Coupled to Moore
Detachers, it mid-form slits two-wide forms,
imprints, overlaps form strips, interstacks in
correct sequence before detaching
stacking. Can be equipped
imprinter
for one- or two-wide forms.

It

ill

MOORE BUSINESS FORMS
Over
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offices and plants, 2300 salesmen in North America
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LETTERS

Odds and probabilities
On reading “A Decision Curve
for Lease or Buy” by Kyojiro
Hata (January-February ’67, p.
37) ... I noticed an apparent er
ror in a table presented on page
42. . . .
The conversion of “odds” to
“probabilities” should read as fol
lows:
15 : 1
6.25%
3 : 1 25.00%
1 : 1 50.00%
7 : 1 12.50%
15 : 1
6.25%
B. Timmins
University of Otago
Dunedin, New Zealand

Misuse of term
In reply to Mr. Timmins’ letter,
I think his criticism is well taken
and am correcting the table as he
suggested. When I constructed
the table, I used the term “odds”
in the sense of “winning chance.”
However, this is an apparent mis
use of the term “odds.” I would

like to thank Mr. Timmins for his
sincere interest in my article.
Kyojibo Hata
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
Tokyo, Japan

gratulated for bringing this to the
attention
hospitals.
Joseph Levi, Controller
The Long Island Jewish Hospital
New Hyde Park, New York

Timely and useful
We want to express our appre
ciation for your article, “Solution
to Medicare Accounting Problems”
(July-August, 1967, p. 28). It gave
very timely and useful infor
mation.
After our telephone conversa
tion with you, we called [National
Cash Register Company and]
made arrangements to send [them]
our input data ... NCR sent back
to us all the reports, completely
prepared as agreed, the same day
they received our basic input
form.
In the New
area in the
past, all hospitals were submitting
cost reports to United Hospital
Fund using the step down method.
I am quite sure that many hospi
tals would be inclined automatic
ally to continue submitting the
Medicare reports using the step
down method as in the past with
out realizing that they should first
try to find out what results the
double apportionment method
would bring.
article, there
fore, will be very useful to any
hospital that wants to obtain this
information in an easy way and at
a small cost. You should be con

More about IMPACT
[My IMPACT system (see letter
to the editor September-October
’67, p. 3)] was advertised in 1963
in the Armed Forces Management
magazine. It also was published in
the Proceedings of the Univac
Users Association meeting which
was held in Chicago in 1963. The
best description... is perhaps in
the Univac Users Proceedings.
The Navy Department’s Bureau
of Supplies and Accounts Data
Processing Center utilized the IM
PACT system for planning and
controlling its ADPS software de
velopment in 1962. I do not be
lieve any of the people who have
knowledge of IMPACT are still
with the Navy.
Some of the PERT principles
incorporated in IMPACT are con
tained in my book, Practical PERT,
Including Critical Path Method
(America House, 1001 Vermont
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.,
1964), which is in its fifth print
ing and costs $4.75 plus 25 cents
for mailing.
B. J. Hansen
Vice President
John I. Thompson & Company
Washington, D.C.
Management Services
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A brand-new computer
with years of experience!

The large-scale B 7500

Fast —Powerful —Proven. The B7500 gives
you:
10 megacycle processor. Or processors.
3 million-plus bytes of high speed core or
600 nanosecond thin film memory.
19 billion bytes of 20 to 60 millisecond
access disk storage.
2,000-plus remote lines and eight individual
communications processors.
20 simultaneous I/O operations; 12.8 mil
lion cps.
Master Control Program —the only fully
proven automatic op system available.
Program compatibility with the B 5500,
B 6500, B 8500, or any other B 7500.

November-December, 1967
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An evolutionary system. The B 7500 is built
on hardware/software concepts developed
by Burroughs and proven in use with the
B 5500. Result—the new B 7500 offers a
vastly greater capability for business and
scientific computing, for on-line communi
cations, for large-scale management infor
mation and control operations.
Ask your Burroughs representative for the
impressive details.

Burroughs
DETROIT. MICHIGAN 48232
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Gordon L. Murray • Information Technology and the Professional Accountant
The growth of electronic data processing will inev
itably have a profound effect on every accountant,
this article warns, for data and information are at
the very core of his professional interest. For the

accountant in public practice, the new information
technology presents both problems (in auditing and
internal control) and opportunities (for consultative
services to management).

p. 22

Louis Fried • Games Managers Play
A recent popular book is subtitled The Psychology
of Human Relationships. This article might be sub
titled The Psychology of Managerial Relationships,

for it summarizes, by outlining some of the major
strategies employed, the principles and practice of
the popular sport of office politics.

H. G. Trentin • Some Uses of Mathematical Techniques in Accounting
Once the accountant could do his job using only
basic arithmetic, with an occasional problem at the
level of interest rate calculation. Now he must deal
with such relatively advanced mathematical tools as

p. 15

p. 26

probability and correlation analysis, network diagram
ing, and linear programing. This article describes
these four techniques and illustrates one of them,
networking, by a case study.

A publication of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Opinions expressed in Management
Services are those of the editors or contributors, and may differ from policies of the AICPA and its committees.
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Management
SERVICES
a magazine of planning, systems, and controls

Introduction to EDP-Controlled Inventory

L. James Sasanecki

Electronic data processing has found one of its most
popular—and most successful—areas of application
in inventory control. This article reviews some of the

progress that has been made in this field and the
results that are being achieved by both large and
small companies.

Harry H. Elwell, Jr. • Data and Information Management Systems
properly designed system for managing data should
ensure that a minimum number of reports is pro
duced at minimum cost, that these reports go only to
those who need them, and that the reports be received

Annual Index—1967

p. 34

p. 40

on time. This author explains a system that has proved
effective in meeting these requirements—and that
provides built-in crosscheck controls to verify that
the system is functioning as planned.

p. 60

Lists, by authors and by subject category, all major articles published in Management Services this year.
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Why do so many
corporations contribute
to America’s colleges?

1. (

) they want to
help the colleges

You were right if you checked No. 2.

American corporations want to make
sure there will be enough college-trained
leaders to fill the management jobs open
today and in the future.
This is good insurance for business.
And the need, we must remember, isn’t
getting smaller.
World trade is developing fast; business
is getting more competitive, more com
plex; science is introducing new prod
ucts and processes rapidly.

College-trained men and women are
needed, in increasing numbers, to
and direct the activities of business.
COUNCIL FOR
FINANCIAL
AID TO

EDUCATION

Published as a public service in cooperation with The Advertising
Council and the Council for Financial Aid
Education

6
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2. (

) they need the

leaders colleges train
But the colleges can’t do the training job
alone. They need classrooms, labora
tories and facilities, yes. But even more,
they need backing to maintain a staff of
top-notch teachers.

This is the human equation that makes
the difference in reaching the margin of
excellence needed in the U.S.
This is everybody's job, but especially
industry’s.
Of course American business wants to
help the colleges, so you were also right
if you checked No. 1. College, after all,
is business’ best friend.
GIVE TO THE COLLEGE
OF YOUR CHOICE
SPECIAL TO MANAGEMENT—A new booklet
of particular interest if your company has
not yet established an aid-to-education
program. Write for:
“The Rationale of Corporate Giving”,
Box 36, Times Square
New York, N.Y. 10036

Management Services
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people, events, techniques
Accountants’ Independence Issue Debated by Two Speakers
At Recent AAA Annual Meeting in Pennsylvania

as

The much debated question of
what types of management ser
vices are compatible with an audi
tor’s independence was raised
in August at the annual meet
ing of the American Accounting

Association at State College, Pa.
Prof. Walter
Kell of the Uni
versity of Michigan, a former
president of AAA, urged that the
committee on professional ethics
of the AICPA draw a formal dis
tinction between “accounting” ser
vices to management and “admin
istrative” services to management
and declare the latter incompat
ible with audit independence.
CPAs then would be able to per
form “administrative” services only
for clients whose accounts they did
not audit.
He defined accounting services
as services directly related to the
client’s total information and con
trol system, “broadly conceived.”
Examples would be budgeting,
systems and data processing, ex
ecutive compensation, inventory
control, and pension plans. Ad
ministrative services he defined
November-December, 1967
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services totally unrelated to the
information and control system,
for example, factory layout, mar
ket surveys, psychological testing,
and executive recruiting.

‘Accounting’ services accepted
Accounting-based services have
been rendered by CPAs for more
than fifty years; the client expects
them, and the public accepts them.
Therefore, Professor Kell con
cluded, they do not pose any
threat to an auditor’s indepen
dence, either in fact or in appear
ance.
Administrative - based manage
ment services, a more recent de
velopment, are another matter, he
said. Actually, Professor Kell con
ceded, it is “extremely unlikely . . .
that a CPA would allow administra
tive services to impair his objectiv
ity or bias his judgment when he
expresses an opinion on financial
statements.” However, he argued,
in rendering administrative ser
vices the consultant tends to be
come closely associated with man

agement, and “to a reasonable ob
server this relationship suggests
a conflict of interest” which poses
a threat to the auditor’s “appear
ance of independence.” As evi
dence that “the public has not ac
cepted this type of management
service as being within the normal
province and competence of a
CPA,” he cited remarks to that ef
fect by Manuel F. Cohen, chair
man of the Securities and Ex
change Commission.
Bertrand Belda, partner in the
firm of Ernst & Ernst, denied that
management services of either
type presented any more of a
threat to independence—in fact or
in appearance—than tax services
or even auditing itself for a fee.
Actually, he maintained, it should
be obvious to a reasonable ob
server that an engagement in a
relatively specialized field such as
plant layout would be less likely
to influence an auditor’s judgment
on financial statements than rec
ommendations about internal con
trol and appropriate accounting
principles, which are recognized
7
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U.S. Computer Investment
gested, may be public doubt about
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the CPA’s competence to perform
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Largely Misspent
administrative services rather than
pling error in the measurement
fear2,500
that these services will affect
changes, according to Commercial
American business is losing many
his independence. Both compe
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of
the benefits it should expect
tence and independence are ethi
Respondents are questioned
from
a $25-billion annual invest
cal questions, but they are differ
about probable purchases of auto
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New York.
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chance of buying a car for $3,000,
Seven areas reviewed
These are the predictions of
the group’s probable purchase is
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rated at $30,000.
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which
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Response
experienced personnel. Half-mil
lion dollar commitments have eas
ily moved into the millions of dol
lars as the hungry computer seeks
to be fed with data.”
cent The greatest crisis lies in the
shortage of effective personnel, she
noted.
“Personnel who are given re
sponsibility, as experienced, tend
to be old-line systems and tab men
—the 407 operators of 1945,” Miss
Fullerton declared. “But they are
promoted to new titles, where the
pet new title in industry is Man
ager of Information Systems. This
is anachronism, likely to fail. And
its failure is compounded with the
corporate mandate that insists on
using corporate computer facilities
because they are there and not an
out-of-pocket expense.”

Technicians Control EDP

Applications, Not

Executives, Report Says
The uses of computers, once
they have been installed by a com
pany, are determined more by
computer technicians than by top
management, a Diebold Research
Program survey indicates.
Seventy-three per cent of 2,700
executives queried in a survey on
the cost effectiveness of software
and hardware said that recom
mendations for new uses of com
puters in their companies were
coming from sources other than top
management. Data processing staffs

themselves, or management science
staffs, were the primary sources in
sixty-one per cent of the respon
dent concerns.
The survey group was evenly
divided between top management
executives and data processing per
sonnel, but there was no signifi
cant difference in their replies.
Since such technical groups are
better skilled in implementing ap
plications than they are in de
termining the real needs of their
companies, this may be one of the
November-December, 1967
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Base Total = 2,700

The more esoteric projects, such as statistical forecasting, management sci
ences, simulation, graphics, and man-machine communications are fairly
restricted to the larger companies, the Diebold survey also found. Above
is a graph showing how the degree of involvement in such techniques rises
as the company's investment in automated data processing equipment goes up.

primary reasons so many compa
nies do not realize the full poten
tial of their data processing equip
ment, the Diebold Program con
cludes.

Communications problem noted
Companies covered in the sur
vey, which, according to Diebold,
was the largest ever conducted
among computer users in this
country, spent an average of just a
little less than $1 million annually
on data processing activities. Of
these, 117 companies (4.3 per cent)
spend over $5 million a year. Small
users—those with an annual EDP
budget of less than $100,000—ac
counted for 17.6 per cent of the to

tal number of companies surveyed.
Commenting on the survey re
sults, John Diebold, president of
the international management con
sulting firm which sponsored the
study, said:
“The survey verifies the first
hand observations of our own pro
fessional experience—that there is
still a real communication problem
between those who run the com
puters and those who run the com
panies. Increased specialization
within the ADP (automated data
processing) activity appears to ad
versely affect success in communi
cating ideas, instructions and di
rections.”
Other findings in the survey:
majority of those polled felt
9
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pany difficulties, as opposed to call
management. In six “substance
that data processing staff and mid
ing in an outside consultant to pro
centers” where the “think” ses
dle management have not been
pose changes.
sions take place, the latest man
successful in closing a serious com
The team in question consists of
agement information is instantly
munications gap in planning new
anywhere from five to 12 men
supplied through advanced elec
applications. Twenty-nine per cent
who make up the top echelon of
tronic data storage and retrieval
said that this was one of the
a given company, educational or
systems, and displayed directly via
“most important problems relating
ganization, or other institution. As
video tape, motion pictures, audit
to data processing.”
tape, closed circuit TV, and other
a team, these men go to the center
Nearly eighty per cent of the
audio-visual devices. The Donald
for five days and nights of inten
respondents said that skill in mo
W. Mitchell Memorial Library
sive review and discussions of par
tivating and communicating rather
contains a microfilmed information
ticular problem areas facing their
than technical knowledge was most
system of data on procedures, stan
company. Rather than call in out
important to them in meeting their
dards, and methods used by every
side consultants, they thrash out
responsibilities in data processing.
size of organization in a variety of
the problems themselves during
industries and enterprises. Each
their stay, and by the time they
substance center offers its own
leave on Friday evening, they’ve
Management Training
comprehensive
collection of prac
arrived at some practical solutions
tical operating data in a specific
of their own. Because of their
Center Opened Under
area of management.
positions, they have the authority
to set these solutions and plans in
Sponsorship of AMA
motion upon their return to their
Close staff cooperation
A ready answer to those who be
own premises.
lieve that by the time a man be
substance center director
Such problems as whether to
comes a company’s president he
works closely with each group of
grow through the acquisition route
can’t be taught much is found in
executives in the team learning
or by merger, choice of location
the new Manager Learning Center
process. Before the group comes
for a new plant or facility, and best
of the American Foundation for
to the Center, he has already con
resources of qualified personnel are
Management Research at Hamil
ferred with the organization’s chief
aired in sessions that can’t be in
ton, New York.
executive officer and determined
terrupted by a busy telephone or
The Center, dedicated in August
the objectives of the learning ses
an unexpected meeting.
during a symposium on “Manage
sion and the makeup of the team.
ment in the Year 2000,” focuses on
He has also gotten basic informa
Presidents attend
learning rather than teaching, in
tion from the organization about
the belief that most top executives
its operations so that the Center’s
Among the first to try the Man
can learn a great deal about the
staff can be fully advised on the
ager Learning Center was the Na
future of their own profession.
problem areas to be discussed and
tional Biscuit Company. President
Behind the Center are the ex
prepared to assist when called
Lee S. Bickmore took along the
perience and know-how of the
upon during the sessions.
executive vice president and four
American Management Associa
Director of the Manager Learn
senior vice presidents for team
tion, parent organization of the
learning sessions on corporate
ing Center is Dr. Arthur W. Angrist. He explains that both indi
American Foundation for Manage
planning (before the new facilities
vidual and team work are involved
ment Research. The latter organi
of the Manager Learning Center
in the sessions and notes that
zation was established in 1960 to
were dedicated). About six months
“often, thorough analysis reveals
later they were back again for a
pioneer research into the advan
the need for additional information
follow-up session, a customary pro
cing concepts in learning theory,
about operations, markets, industry
cedure when corporate planning is
the managerial learning process,
trends, competition.”
and manager motivation.
the topic.
Dr. Angrist adds that during the
Other programs offered at the
The new center is expected to
second five-day session “a definite
Center include management man
introduce advanced management
action program is developed, and
power planning and management
techniques directly into manage
agreement is reached upon a pro
ment practice on the highest ex
controls.
cedure for continually reviewing
Fee to an organization for each
ecutive level.
and revising long-range strategies.
five-day session is $5,000.
Two concepts distinguish the
“The end accomplishments are
The Center is housed in a $1Manager Learning Center. One is
million Colonial-Georgian struc
threefold,” he says. “The team has
the team approach to learning and
(1) developed an effective work
ture that blends the traditional in
channeling that learning back into
ing plan and made the decisions
architecture with the most ad
an organization; the other is a kind
vanced equipment available to
for its implementation; (2) devel
of solve-it-yourself response to com
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol4/iss6/10
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cope with the changing environ
ment; (3) gained an understand
ing of the principles of manage
ment involved which will enable
the members of the team to handle
similar management problems
the future with far greater assur
ance than before.”
At the dedication ceremonies for
the Manager Learning Center,
Lawrence A. Appley, president
the foundation and of the Amer
ican Management Association, said:
“Religion, education, government,
labor, and others are learning that
the future can be made and that
we don’t have to wait for it. They
are learning from the lessons of
industrial and business manage
Credit Data links the telephone operators who receive credit queries to the
ment that uncertainty about the
computer via office conveyor lines like the one shown above.
future can be reduced.”

Credit Data Moves Into

East; Office Based in
New York City
Credit Data Corporation has ex
tended its computerized credit re
porting service to speed the grant
ing of credit to millions of East
Coast consumers.
For two years CDC has operated
a regional central file network in
California, where the company’s
services to banks and other credit
granting firms have been expanded
until now most residents of the
state are benefiting from the al
most-instant credit reporting ser
vice. (See news story, M/S, Sept.Oct, ’66, p. 9.)
Like its California facility, the
new CDC service operating from
39 Broadway, New York City, is
founded on the requirement that
all credit information shall be
pooled by subscribing firms and
available only to these same sub
scribers.
Six million covered

Information on some 6 million
New York residents has already
November-December, 1967
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been entered into CDC’s com
puter by banks, credit card com
panies, retailers, and oil companies,
according to Credit Data Corpora
tion. Subscribers include Chase
Manhattan, Manufacturers Han
over, Chemical New York, First
National City, Bankers Trust,
Bank of Commerce, Bank of New
York, and around 105 other banks
in Manhattan, Long Island, south
east Connecticut, and northeast
New Jersey, as well
such well

established credit-granting firms as
General Motors Acceptance Corpo
ration, General Electric Credit Cor
poration, and Montgomery Ward.
Within the next several years,
CDC intends to extend its service
beyond the greater New
area
(which includes parts of Connecti
cut and New Jersey), to include
credit information on the 50 mil
lion people living between Wash
ington, D.C., and the Canadian
border, company officials said.

Management Game Competition Announced
Dutch Magazine; Award
An open competition for the
composition of a new management
game is being held by The Journal
of Accountancy and Business Eco
nomics (Maandblad voor Account
ancy on BedrijfshuisJwudkundeM.A.B.), a monthly magazine pub
lished in the Netherlands.
The game should be based on
the economic problems of a busi
ness firm and is particularly suited
to both university and non-univer
sity higher management training
programs. The successful entry will
be awarded a prize of 10,000 guild

$2,780
ers (roughly equivalent to $2,780
or 1,000 pounds). Deadline for the
contest is September 1, 1968.
Entries must describe the na
ture and rules of a specific game,
together with records of test runs
actually played.
Further particulars and rules
will be sent on request addressed
to:
“Secretariat M.A.B.”
c/o Drs. D. G. van Til
Anna van Burenlaan 14
Santpoort-Zuid
Netherlands
11
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To Drop in Employment In Small Business Concerns
Increased minimum wages are
hurting small business, Senator
George A. Smathers (D-Florida)
charged in a recent speech before
the United States Senate.
Basing his remarks on informa

tion supplied by the National Fed
eration of Independent Business,
Smathers said that “American small
businessmen, particularly those lo
cated in small towns and rural
areas, are finding it increasingly
difficult to comply with the ex
tended coverage and increased
minimum wage requirements which
went into effect last February.” To
ease the pressure from small busi
ness he urged that legislation be
passed to prevent the annual in
come exemption for small business
from being further reduced from
$500,000 to $250,000, a drop sched
uled for 1969.

Labor Department rebuttal
When the Federation’s survey
came to the attention of the U.S.
Department of Labor, the Wage
and Hour and Public Contracts
Divisions of that agency charged
that the survey’s findings were
“based on a series of conjectures
and assumptions that are without
factual foundation.” In rebutting
that statement, Smathers pointed
out that “a breakdown of Federa
tion survey responses shows that,
on a percentage basis, we very
nearly approximate the national
breakdown of the Small Business
Administration’s figures presented
to the Senate Small Business Com
mittee on March 1, 1967 by Mr.
Bernard Boutin, former SBA Ad
ministrator.”
The findings of the survey con
ducted by the National Federation
of Independent Business show
that, with a total of 54,000 re
sponses to date, “approximately 11
to 12 per cent of those members
responding show that they have
been forced to drop employees

during the past year, with an aver
age drop of approximately 3.9 em
ployees per firm. Of this figure, al
most 20 per cent claim that their
employment drop was due to in
creased minimum wages.”
The survey points out that small
businesses,
“particularly
those
grossing less than $500,000 per
year, are not in a position to pay
increased wages.

Although some regions in the
country have suffered more under
the new wage law than others, the
Federation maintains that no single
state in the nation has been im
mune from sustained employment
decreases, especially among the
less skilled and the needy. The
following table was compiled by
the Federation to show the varying
impact on employment by regions
for the second quarter of 1967.

Untrained hit hardest
“These businesses are those
which more often employ the un
skilled, the youth, and the handi
capped, the kinds of employees
who are often physically or men
tally incapable of producing more
than a set amount of work per
hour” the survey continues. “When
a minimum wage figure, set by
law, exceeds this employee’s set
capability, it is no longer feasible
to employ him. Our findings dis
close that small business is turn
ing more and more to labor-saving
devices which, of course, are re
sulting in increased unemployment
at these levels and thus defeating
the purpose of the minimum wage
law objective.”

2nd Quarter—22,857 Respondents

Dropped
due to
new
Em
wage
ployees
hour
dropped Average
law
(per
number
(per
cent)
dropped
cent)
New England
Middle Atlantic.
East North
Central
West North
Central
South Atlantic .
East South
Central
West South
Central
Mountain
Pacific

National avg.

3.6
3.5

21

3.7

17

3.1
5.0

26
27

5.9

33

12.0
14.0
12.0

3.9
3.4
4.1

32
18
12

11.0

3.9

21

9.0
9.0

11.0
13.0

Three New Time-Sharing Complexes Created; Two

Are in England, One in United States
Independent time-sharing utility
companies have begun operations
in seven major cities using SDS
940 computers. Three additional
cities are scheduled to start time
sharing centers within a few
months.
(Time sharing is the simultane
ous use of a single computer by
several persons at remote access
stations; that is, the computer can
refer to its memory and use its
processing speed to carry on sev-
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eral different programs at such mi
nute time intervals that, to the
human users, completely inde
pendent programs appear to be
operating at the same time.)
Time-sharing centers with SDS
940 computers are now operating
in New York, Boston, Detroit, Chi
cago, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
and Houston. By year-end the ser
vice will be available to subscribers
in Washington, D.C., Philadelphia,
and northern New Jersey.
Management Services
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vice
offered,
remote access to1967 [whole
(It was
formerly wholly owned
The 940 is available
with six
: Management
Services,
Vol.was
4, No.
6, November-December
issue]
by CEIR, Inc., of this country until
computers in Europe was either
standard conversational languages,
the recent purchase of 59 per cent
FORTRAN, CAL, BASIC, QED,
experimental or limited to rela
of the stock by British Petroleum.)
tively few users via special private
DDT, and TAP, in which the ma
lines rather than through a gen
The Univac 1108 multiprocess
chine may execute each instruction
ing system, valued at approximately
erally available service usable wher
as it is written. The ability of the
$5 million, will be the largest ser
ever a data transmission terminal
940 to respond to each command
vice center of its type in use in
can be connected to a telephone
represents at least one major ad
Great Britain.
in an office or factory.
vantage over most conventional
The Univac 1108 will be used
According to J. Stanford Smith,
computers, which take only one
vice president and general man
by C.E.I.R. to provide a utility
complete program at a time and
service designed to handle the data
ager of GE’s Information Systems
deliver the results all at once.
processing needs of a number
Division, USA, “time-sharing ser
With the SDS 940, a computer
users. Remote data terminals con
vices are expected to account for
programer compiling a computer
nected via telephone lines to the
at least one half of the total world
program could see the solution un
central computer will allow users
wide information systems business
folding on the 940 terminal as he
to share its facilities.
by the 1970’s. This means half of
progressed with his work. If a mis
The computer, scheduled for de
a market which, by 1976, is ex
take became evident, the pro
livery late this year, will also be
pected to reach nearly nine thou
gramer could immediately alter his
used by the British Petroleum
sand million pounds (about $25
coding or logic.
Company in developing its linear
billion).”
programing models.
Smith pointed out three advan
Three companies offer service
tages that might result from the
new
time-sharing service.
Although each 940 utility can
service from 150 to 200 remote ter
1. Increased productivity and
Small Manufacturer Says
efficiency of technicians and engi
minals installed at subscribers’ offi
neers, who are in such short sup
ces, only 32 users can receive this
Large Conglomerates
ply and great demand all over the
service simultaneously. As SDS de
world.
velops new software for the 940,
Subsidize Division Losses
2. Improved costs and increased
however, the number of users re
Government must move to force
competitive advantage for those
ceiving service at the same time is
huge industrial conglomerates to
businesses that are crucial to Bri
expected to increase.
report profit and
by divisions
Users of the 940 time-sharing
tain’s export markets.
in their annual reports to stock
3. Stimulating and broadening
computer service may also store
holders if it wants to curb concen
the capacity of the best minds in
data in the mass storage files as
tration of American industry and
Britain’s colleges and universities
sociated with each system. By typ
foster creation of new business en
and helping give rise to a new
ing a command and a private code
terprises.
identifying the user, subscribers
generation of students who will
The statement was made by
can store or retrieve data when
come to accept the computer as a
Robert S. Morrison, president of
ever they need it.
natural tool in their careers.
Molded Fiber Glass companies,
Many industrial, commercial,
The companies offering the ser
educational, scientific, and gov
Ashtabula, Ohio, recently before
vice include Data Network, Inc.,
ernment organizations have either
the Senate Antitrust and Monop
and White Weld & Co. in New
already begun to use or have con
oly Subcommittee in Washington,
York and Dial-DATA, Inc., in
tracted for the new service, ac
D.C.
Boston.
cording to V. A. Casebolt, De La
These large conglomerates, Mor
Rue Bull’s managing director.
rison said, have profitable busi
Two U.K. services
Among the organizations men
nesses in different fields and can
tioned by Casebolt were the Gen
subsidize their losses. They are
A commercially available com
able to put on a tremendous sales
puter time-sharing system is now
eral Post Office, Imperial College,
force, run an impressive ad cam
being offered for the first time in
British Petroleum Trading Co.,
paign, and extend credit and other
Europe.
Ltd., and the Steel Company of
special considerations to dealers
A GE-265 time-sharing computer
Wales Ltd.
that smaller existing manufacturers
system using the public telephone
Another time-sharing system has
cannot match.
dialing system is being operated
been ordered from Sperry Rand
by De La Rue Bull, Ltd., London,
Morrison also said that a fixedCorporation’s Univac division by
GE’s computer affiliate in Great
age payment for paying inherit
C.E.I.R., a London computer ser
Britain.
ance taxes might save many small
vice company owned by the Bri
tish
Petroleum
Company.
businesses.
Before the De La Rue Bull ser
November-December, 1967
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Space contributed as a public service by this magazine.

Pick one to die.
Pick one for jail.
Pick one to waste away.
Pick three for happiness.

Management Services: A Magazine of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol. 4 [1967], No. 6, Art. 10

Some children find happiness easily. Others need the help and guidance only a trained person can
provide, medical attention they cannot afford, love they have been denied. When you decide to give
to your United Fund or Community Chest, you may change a life.

27 million families benefit by child care, family service, youth guidance, health programs, disaster relief and services for the Armed Forces from 31,000 United Way agencies.
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This article is adapted from a speech given by the
author before the 9th International Congress of Ac
countants
Paris, September 6-12. Because of the
nature of the
many of whom were unfa
miliar with recent developments the United States,
the talk stressed many points already known to and
thought about by readers
country. Yet Mr.
Murray’s paper seems
us such a clear and cogent
statement of where accountants and financial officers
stand today, and
of the decisions they must
make, that we feel it is valuable to reprint it here.
The Editors

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND
THE PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANT
by Gordon L. Murray
Haskins & Sells

of our profession
ing data but also with more effec
tively communicating and utilizing
will inevitably have to con
clude that the accountant of ourthe output of such computer sys
tems
may feasibly be built.
times was afforded unique oppor
That the accountant is affected
tunities, for it was in the early
by these developments is clear, for
1950s that the business world
 first
data and information are at the
attempted to apply computers to
very core of his professional inter
its operations, and since then, in a
est. The nature and degree of
brief span of years, production of
these effects remain to be clarified.
computer equipment has prolifer
Some accountants may be merely
ated, a broad body of data process
witnesses
to developments and
ing techniques has developed, and
may
only
adapt traditional ap
now information technology is
proaches
and
techniques to new
emerging that is concerned not
situations
as
best
they can. Others
only with generating and process
istorians

H

November-December, 1967
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this

will not only participate in shaping
these events but will assert active
leadership. Much remains to be
done, and
far our profession has
done precious little in relation to
both the magnitude of the prob
lems that require solution and the
dimensions of the opportunity to
establish a position as leaders in
the
Whether historians ultimately re
port a gain or loss in the stature
and role of the accountant during
the remainder of this century will
depend largely on the effectiveness
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of our current
response
to these
seekofaPlanning,
use for Systems,
it, ratherand
than
the Vol.
equipment
very
Management
Services:
A Magazine
Controls,
4 [1967], No.has
6, Art.
10 high input
opportunities.
other way around. Perhaps we
and output speeds, tremendous
This article, therefore, proposes
have traditionally developed bet
calculating rates, massive data stor
to explore in broad terms what is
ter engineers and mechanics than
age capacities, and random access
going on in this field and then to
we have people who have the in
capability. Other equipment is
focus on a few of the more funda
terest and ability to analyze the
more modest and therefore costs
mental questions the imaginative
complexities of the business or
less, permitting its use by much
accountant will be seeking to an
ganism and then to identify
smaller business organizations. All
swer.
of its relevant informational re
these systems continue merely
We hear elaborate predictions of
quirements.
sort, calculate, summarize, record,
a computerized society. These, and
The existence of this order of
and communicate—but with great
the strange technical language as
priority of attention between
flexibility and capacity.
sociated with computer systems,
equipment/techniques and infor
Classification—the initial coding
tend to obscure some fundamental
mation requirements is especially
of data—is a basic data processing
facts.
clear with regard to the present
operation but was not included
state of the art—data processing
above among functions of elec
by electronics through use of the
tronic data processing equipment
Data processing not new
computer—because the computer
because it must be done before en
Data processing has been an in
was not invented to process busi
try of data into the system. This
herent activity of man since he
ness data but rather was borrowed
operation also is subject to new
first recognized that reliance on
from more scientific fields. Having
techniques. The applicable code
memory provided an insecure basis
been borrowed, it has been sub
for any entry into a system is de
for action. His response was to re
jected to modification and adapta
termined through human judg
cord the information he acquired,
tion to
the business applications
ment. Once noted, either manually
and once it was recorded he saw
at hand. Essentially it has been
or mechanically, on a form or rec
the possibilities in manipulating
applied to do what was already
ord, however, it may be entered
and analyzing it and the advan
being done, but in greater volume,
into the system through optical
tages of recording the results for
at faster speeds, and hopefully, but
scanning or magnetic devices that
future reference. The essential pro
read the codes electronically. Fur
elusively, at lower cost.
cedures of data processing—classi
ther, some installations dispense
fying, sorting, calculating, sum
with the form or record altogether
New computers keyed to business
marizing, recording, communicat
and provide for input by a me
ing—have not changed. They con
Now, however, the third “gen
chanical keyboard at the source
tinue to be the basic operations
eration” of computers has appeared
the transaction: for example, at the
performed in all data processing
and the first installations are be
machine, if it be a labor time or
irrespective of the equipment or
ing made. This new equipment
job record in the factory, or at a
techniques applied.
represents far more than modifica
cashier’s window, or at a receiving
The changes that have occurred
tion and adaptation. Now for the
dock.
lie in man’s new-found ability to
first time we have equipment and
Output, too, has undergone
perform basic data processing op
related programing and opera
changes in techniques: the results
erations more efficiently—matters
tional techniques designed espe
of processing and storing data can
of equipment and technique—and
cially for business data systems to
be displayed on television-like de
meet business information require
to better define his information
vices or other visual media that
ments so far
they have been
needs—a matter of analysis and
may provide no reference docu
understanding. Progress has, of
visualized up to this time.
ments at all.
A wide range of system charac
course, been made on both of
teristics is now available. Some
these aspects. Historically, how
Significance of networks
ever, major attention has been first
Probably the most significant
on equipment capability and proc
GORDON L MURRAY,
developments
of the moment, and
essing techniques; only in recent
CPA, is a partner in the
for some time to come, lie in the
executive office of Has
years has the priority of emphasis
kins & Sells in New York
area of “networks”—systems by
shifted
delineation of informa
City and is in charge
which multiple locations, where
tion needs. This is not to say that
of that firm's manage
ment advisory services.
decisions are made and transac
advances over the years in the de
He holds an MBA degree
tions occur, are linked into a cen
gree of sophistication of business
from the University of
tral computer installation. Such
information have not been signifi
Chicago. A member of
the American Institute of CPAs, Mr. Murray
networks may encompass all or
cant. They have been. But it seems
has served on its management services com
the
more significant plants, ware
to me that in this field we usually
mittee and as a consulting editor of MAN
AGEMENT SERVICES.
houses, and sales offices of a cominvent a better machine and then
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Vol. tickets
4, No. 6,covering
November-December
devices at the various locations,
ments on more than one airline,
the computer serves the entire
railroads interchanging traffic, or
complex. Information received is
retailers selling to the same cus
sorted, calculated, summarized,
tomers.

and recorded, and reports are pre
It appears, at this point in time,
pared for management and other
that we can expect refinements but
purposes. Outlying locations may
no startling new developments in
interrogate the system to obtain
the central electronic data proces
the information they need. Or the
sors. Nor is there any compelling
network may require that a remote
need for such developments at the
location transmit data to the cen
moment, as our ability to design
tral unit where it will be proc
applications has not nearly reached
essed immediately and the result
a point that fully utilizes present
read back to complete the trans
equipment capabilities and capa
action.
cities. What we can expect are
This concept may be extended
considerable improvements in the
to networks within a company,
techniques for building network
where various departments share
systems—in communications input
the capability of a single computer
and output devices, transmission,
to receive information at random,
and the message switching areas.
to process a number of transactions
All the predictions for national and
The purpose of business
at one time, and to transmit re
international communications traf
information is to narrow the
sults as processing is completed.
fic indicate that substantial in
Such time-sharing networks need
creases in data transmission are ex
areas of uncertainty in
not be confined to a single com
pected and at a rate of increase
pany. Unrestricted access to a com
decision making. Informa
substantially in excess of that of
puter may be extended to several
voice transmission. This applies to
tion technology comprehends
companies by the owner company
all types of communications sys
on payment of a fee.
tems—wire, microwave, cable, and
the determination of infor
Another type of network link
communications satellites.
mation pertinent and rele
may be established between the
The foregoing paragraphs show
computers of two or more com
that electronic systems have im
vant to management of an
panies with mutual transactions—
mense capabilities for processing
the purchases of one company are,
data, but information technology
enterprise and then provides
for example, the sales of another.
takes us beyond mere quantity and
it more completely,
The output of one company’s sys
requires an answer to the key
tem—a purchase order—is the in
question: “What data for what
accurately, and currently,
put to the system of the other; the
purpose?”
shipping documents and the in
voices of the seller activate the
What is management?
accounts payable system of the
buyer. With a network link, instead
The art of management was
of exchanging paper forms, direct
once defined as “making irrevo
inputs and outputs are made be
cable decisions based on incom
tween computers. Punched cards
plete, inaccurate, and obsolete in
are already being exchanged be
formation.” The purpose of busi
tween some companies for such
ness information is to narrow the
purposes, and direct data commu
areas of uncertainty in decision
nication links are being established
making. Information technology
between buyers’ offices and sellers’
comprehends the determination of
warehouses. This speeds the flow
that information pertinent and rel
of goods and helps reduce the in
evant to management of an enter
ventories of both parties.
prise and then provides it more
Consideration is now being given
completely, accurately, and cur
to establishment of computer ser
rently.
vice centers, linked to various
In the past, the scope of man
companies that have inter-related
agement’s view of its informational
transactions. For example, airlines
needs was conditioned by limitaNovember-December, 1967
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The more this new breed of information technicians becomes established .. .

tions in the data processing tech
niques available. Now that these
techniques have
expanded, prior
limitations no longer apply and
emphasis is shifting to a more care
ful identification and definition of
requirements for operating a busi
ness: What are the decisions that
must be made? How will they
affect overall results? What infor
mation is pertinent to these deci
sions? What are the critical time
factors? Today, given a broad cap
ability for processing data, those
who define requirements for busi
ness information can proceed with
fewer inhibitions and consider a
higher degree of quantification, es
tablish mathematical relationships,
and in most cases can confidently
adopt a more scientific approach to
their operations. This emphasis on
business information requirements
places the computer and the asso
ciated techniques in a proper per
spective—as the means to an end,
rather than the end itself.

Effect on business
Before discussing information
technology’s impact on the profes
sional accountant we should con
sider its impact on business. The
two situations are closely related.
Obviously there are many ramifi
cations of this subject and only a
few of the more important ones
can be discussed here. Obviously,
too, all of the effects have by no
means been identified.
The approach in developing sys
tems effectively today must neces
sarily be broad—far broader than
in the past. The appropriate scope
is companywide both functionally
and geographically—with all func
tions and organization units and
both planning and control practices
and the underlying day-to-day op
erating procedures covered. Thus
many areas—and many people—are
to be subjected to change.
wil
lingness to challenge traditional

practices and then accept the con
sequent changes are prerequisites
to success.
properly stated objective of
such a program refers to three
aspects—planning and control, op
erating systems, and then data
processing and communication sys
tems.

Planning and control
Planning and control are broader
than merely an accounting system.
They concern planning informa
tion
well
historical informa
tion, all other types of data
well
as dollar data, and communication
of results and actions. The purpose
is control of operations by estab
lishing accountability at the vari
ous levels of the organization. The
basic questions are—
What needs to be controlled to
properly manage the company
(control areas and factors)?
How should each area and fac
tor be planned (predetermination
of results)?
What needs to be accounted for
or measured (disclosure of re
sults ) ?
What needs to be reported (to
whom and for what purpose)?
Operating systems are defined as
the procedures and records used in
day-to-day decision making and
conduct of the business. They are
included in the overall system be
cause planning and control data are
derived from operating systems;
control data essentially are used to
measure the effectiveness of oper
ating systems; and modern data
processing methods depend for
maximum effectiveness on a fully
integrated approach—one data sys
tem for all purposes.
When the planning and control
system and the operating systems
are implemented through use of
electronic data processing and its
related communication compo
nents, a “total system” is the result.
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Organization for this level of
systems development effort requires
the involvement of senior execu
tives, including the chief executive
officer. Top management often does
not have sufficient understanding
of the intricacies of electronic data
processing systems techniques. Sys
tems technicians, on the other
hand, usually do not understand
the management art. Unless the
top officers directly participate in
defining requirements for the sys
tem, the result may satisfy the
technician but fail to make the
potential contribution to manage
ment effectiveness.
Past experience clearly shows
that the degree of success in oper
ation of electronic data processing
systems is directly related to the
degree of management participa
tion in their development. In the
future this factor will be even more
critical.
Participation by senior execu
tives obviously requires significant
amounts of their time. But more
significant are shifts in their per
spectives that are likely to result
from introspective analysis of their
own and their subordinates’ jobs
and the job relationships within
the structure. It should be ex
pected that no matter how the sys
tem ultimately develops, executives
will apply different priorities and
standards of relevance to the vari
ous elements of their responsibility
and authority.

Centralizing decision making
Information technology at this
level can be expected to affect not
only the quality of decision mak
ing but the place in the organiza
tion structure where various deci
sions are made. Management deci
sion making today is for the most
part significantly fragmented. Sep
arate decisions are made through
out the organization structure on
specific subjects that in the aggreManagement Services
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... the more the financial executive’s traditional role will be eroded.

gate have their effects on broader
matters. Each individual decision
maker seeks the information nec
essary to make his limited decision.
Organization structures are built

on the theory of the specialization
of individuals and compartmenta
tion of functions. Information sys
tems have been built in response
to this type of structure.
However, now that it is prac
ticable to provide one person in
one position with total informa
tion on a broader question—infor
mation that is accurate, timely,
and carefully selected for rele
vancy—we may have fewer deci
sion makers and better decisions.
Consider for a moment a funda
mental problem: How much of
what to manufacture, and when?
This involves a complex of deci
sions by persons with interests in
sales, procurement, personnel, pro
duction, warehousing, traffic, and
probably other functions. Under
today’s highly compartmented or
ganization structure and frag
mented decision making, there is
no guarantee that the myriad sep
arate decisions will in the aggre
gate produce the best final decision
on the broader question.

Flattening the organization
Centralized data processing does
not necessarily require a centrali
zation of decision making and does
not necessarily result in it. But, if
the total information to make a
broad decision is all together at one
place, it seems illogical to com
municate it, in segments, to several
persons for purposes of making
only limited decisions. The organi
zational implications of centralized
data processing point to a broad
ening of the span of control as
signed to any one position and
fewer echelons overall.
The initiative for developing
and applying this more sophisti
cated level of information technol
November-December, 1967
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ogy may come from the chief ex
ecutive officer, the head of a func
tional group such as marketing or
production, or the financial officer.
In the past, when systems were of
limited scope, it was the financial
officer who most frequently took
the initiative, and the first applica
tions usually served accounting
needs. Production, marketing, and
personnel applications would then
be added to some degree in due
course.

Shift in responsibilities
In the days when punched card
tabulating systems represented the
top degree of sophistication, the
foregoing was almost universally
accepted as a normal course of
events. As the first and second gen
erations of computer systems came
on the scene we saw in a few com
panies a shift in the assigned re
sponsibility for such systems to
production, marketing, or to newly
established functions. Some ob
servers who have been assessing
the achievements attained through
computer systems conclude that
where the potential has not been
realized, it is because the system
was oriented too much toward ac
counting, because the computer
was misused
a large-scale book
keeping device, and because the fi
nancial officer frequently had too
narrow an outlook. There is little
question that this has been so in
many instances, but whether it is
valid to conclude that financial offi
cers should generally not have ju
risdiction over such systems is a
question still unresolved.
Traditionally, it has been the fi
nancial officer, in addition to the
chief executive, whose position had
an overview of corporate affairs.
His position epitomized the con
cept of functional control because
it required him to exercise author
ity over the policy and procedural
aspects of accounting-related rec

ords wherever they were main
tained in the company, and this
extended to an internal audit re
sponsibility over such records.

Information function emerges
Nowadays with increasing fre
quency we observe a new function
emerging—the information func
tion. We see vice presidents for in
formation systems, vice presidents
for administration, directors of
planning, and a proliferation of
titles applied to positions concerned
with matters of an accounting na
ture, yet established separate and
apart from the financial function.
These positions vary in scope and
may cover systems development
and maintenance or extend to ac
tual operation of the information
system including the equipment,
and inevitably this function ex
tends to interpretation of results.
An integrated information system,
of course, includes all the account
ing records as well as other data,
yet such positions are seldom
headed by accountants. Frequently
these executives are computer spe
cialists with backgrounds in any
one of a variety of disciplines—en
gineering, mathematics, or the be
havioral sciences. The growing
tendency is to identify them all as
information specialists.
This trend has been taking shape
for some time and its pace is ac
celerating. The more this new breed
of information technicians becomes
established, the more the financial
officer’s traditional role will be
eroded. Some financial executives
seem scarcely aware of what is
happening, others accept the trend
as inevitable or perhaps feel inade
quate to cope with it, and others
offer strong and sometimes suc
cessful resistance. In any event, the
financial officer has much at risk
and while he may assert his “right”
to this function, “right” has little
to do with it. Where the financial
19
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ends upand
is Controls,
going Vol.
EDP
system
that10such controls
to depend primarily on the indi
are necessarily improved. The in
vidual: Does he take the initiative,
dependent auditor must still estab
hold a broad view, and demon
lish the degree to which he may
strate that the company’s total in
rely on the system of internal con
terest will be served by putting
trol in discharging his responsibil
him in charge of the information
ity. New and revised auditing tech
function?
niques and procedures are required
Limitations as to length of this
in this phase of the work when
article have permitted only a few
basic changes occur in the assign
of the more important aspects of
ment and segregation of duties as
information technology’s impact on
sociated with the system, the quan
business to be identified. Similarly,
tity and type of documentation,
only a few aspects of the impact
the form of the records, and in
on professional accountants can be
other aspects.
mentioned here. The primary in
The auditor must proceed on no
tent, in any event, is to indicate
tice that these new systems are
something of the scope of a de
generally devised by nonaccount
velopment whose total dimensions
ants, both on the client and equip
have not yet been defined.
ment manufacturers’ staffs. These
people often have a low sensitivity
Considerable work is being
to internal controls as the auditor
Challenge—and opportunity
views them and may even resist
done on the subject of
Information technology offers
additions or modifications in the
both a challenge and an opportu
overall electronic data processing
internal controls in electronic
nity to our profession. A challenge,
system that to them, at least, do
data processing systems
to our ability to adapt traditional
not serve the primary purpose of
approaches and procedures to
the system. To our knowledge we
in the United States and no
these new conditions; an oppor
have not yet had a major catastro
officer
tunity,
to
increase
the
effectiveness
phe attributable to internal control
doubt in other countries.
of our auditing and tax services
deficiencies in such a system. But
But as a profession we
through the application of these
this will surely come, either
new techniques.
further oppor
through errors in system design or,
have not arrived at conclu
tunity, to extend our management
as more and more people become
services
by performing as consult
sufficiently expert in such systems
sions and formalized a
ants in supplementing client efforts
to visualize their potentialities as
position on this vital subject.
to bring these techniques to bear
instruments of fraud, through de
on their operations.
liberate falsification.
Generally accepted auditing
Considerable work is being done
standards and procedures (within
on the subject of internal controls
their meaning in the United States)
in electronic data processing sys
cover such matters
evaluation
tems in the United States and
of internal control, planning and
no doubt in other countries. But,
timing of the work, and eviden
as a profession we have not ar
tial matter. Advent of the computer
rived at conclusions and formalized
and of information technology may
a position on this vital subject.
cause no alteration of present stan
The planning and timing of our
dards, but considerable ingenuity
work and our review of evidential
will doubtless be required in the
matter must also be considered.
procedural aspects.
The new system may not practica
Internal accounting control is of
bly provide the type of continuous
primary interest to the indepen
records of transactions that we are
dent auditor. There appears to be
accustomed to; records may be up
no reason why control should not
dated by "erasing” an entry on
be at least
effective in an elec
magnetic tape and superimposing
tronic data processing system as in
new data; input to the system may
any other. Yet, it cannot be as
be made directly without docu
sumed that good internal control
mentary evidence; and other fea
automatically carries over into an
tures may be found that facilitate
Management
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tions,
inventory and ac 1967equipment
quire basic modifications in the
counts receivable balances in the
readily available, is subject to their
auditor’s planning and timing of
application of statistical sampling
self-interest. There is, therefore,
the essential requirement for some
his work. Auditing may have to
procedures, to run ratio analyses
become more continuous and cur
that
may
detect
fluctuations
worthy
one
with a thorough understanding

rent, rather than consisting essen
of investigation.
of the business aspects of the prob
lem coupled with a fundamental
tially of a post-audit of the past.
Tax returns are now being pre
Many of the auditing problems
understanding of the possibilities
pared by computer—and it should
associated with these systems may
be added, parenthetically, that
and limitations of information
be avoided when the auditor
government tax authorities in the
technology who can function in
asserts his interest and arranges to
United States are using computer
an objective consulting capacity.
participate in design of the sys
systems to keep track of taxpayers
Through the assumption of this
tem. In this way he can assure that
and to audit tax returns.
role, the professional accountant
proper internal controls and other
As the professional accountant
exercises a unique opportunity for
features are incorporated in the
learns more about electronic data
leadership.
system; it may be wholly imprac
processing and information tech
ticable to provide them later.
nology he will find many other ap
Ties with management
plications to his own function. This
The professional accountant, no
must be so, not only because of his
The accountant’s stake
matter how broad a role he elects
own needs to increase the effec
In any event, the professional
to play or how well he performs
tiveness of his work but also be
accountant has much at stake in
it, is not likely to control the effect
cause he has an obligation to keep
these new systems developments,
of information technology on the
the cost of professional accounting
even if he decides merely to pur
position of particular financial offi
service commensurate with its eco
sue a defensive role regarding his
cers in their companies. As pointed
nomic value.
traditional function.
out earlier in this paper, the finan
Considerable opportunity exists
cial officer’s role in the future is
Management services area
for the professional accountant to
likely to vary widely, depending on
increase the level of effectiveness
The broadest impact of the new
the ability and outlook of the indi
of his accounting, auditing, and
information technology on the pro
vidual involved.
tax services by applying the newly
fessional accountant—if he aggres
It is apparent then, that the pro
sively
asserts
his
interest
—
is
in
the
fessional accountant may find his
available techniques.
In accounting, for example,
management services area of his
own position eroded if he identi
when we have a question we fre
practice. Accountants, particularly
fies himself largely with the finan
in recent years, have greatly ex
quently search our literature and
cial officer. In the past the finan
files to find precedentary evidence
cial
had custody over the
tended their consultive services to
assist client management in attain
as one aspect to be considered in
books and records with which the
ing more effective operations. The
our resolution of an appropriate
independent accountant was con
subject matter of these services
course of action. Present equip
cerned. To the extent this no
has grown to the point where some
ment capability exists for develop
longer is so, the accountant will
accounting firms will assist in al
ing massive information retrieval
need a broader and closer relation
most any problem in all functional
systems. The fundamental
ship with general management
areas of the business. There is sig
culty is in finding ways to classify
than heretofore, not only to per
nificant debate within the profes
and code relevant information.
form his traditional role but also
sion in the United States
to how
Think of the possibilities afforded
in the capacity of consultant to
far these services should extend,
by being able to summon instantly
management on information tech
but there is general agreement
nology.
all the evidence of past practices
that
information
systems
are
and
pertinent in developing an answer
Ours is an era of rapid and fun
should be at the core of the ac
to an immediate question.
damental change. The impact of
countant’s interest.
To some degree accountants are
electronic data processing and in
The scope, importance, and
already applying the new tech
formation technology strikes first
uniqueness of information technol
niques in their auditing work—but
at management. Its subsequent
ogy have conditioned management
they have only begun to tap the
effect on the professional account
to seek and accept outside counsel
potential. They are using their
ant is inevitable. For those with a
on
these matters. Management, not
computer programs on clients’ or
narrow view “change” is synony
having faced these problems be
service centers’ equipment to proc
mous with “problem.” For those
ess data needed to make their au
fore, recognizes that its staff may
with a broad view and enterpris
not be fully qualified to achieve
dit tests. Computers are being
ing attitude, “change” is synony
effective results. The advice of
used to test inventory computa
mous with “opportunity.”
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The Superstition Syndrome: The player continues to perform an action
that he believes is the only path to successful accomplishment, even
though actually it may be detrimental compared to other mehods.

High on the current best-seller lists is the book Games
People Play. Here is a specialized adaptation
that
theme — the very individualized games familiar in
every business atmosphere —

GAMES MANAGERS PLAY
by Louis Fried
University of California

rationalized reasons for player
s a result of the insights into
participation.
social relationships suggested
by the recent Games People Play, 1. Business Simulation — This
game can be played by any num
by Dr. Eric Berne,1 we have been
ber of players but works best with
stimulated to take a similar look at
small groups of two to six people.
the world of management. The
Participants are usually members
games identified in this article
of middle management or staff.
have been analyzed in a clinical
The player assumes that he is
manner to describe the overt ac
“president” of the company and
tivities in which the players parti
tells
the other players what he
cipate and the covert or internally
would do to correct current condi
tions. Each player is “president” in
1
Berne,
People Play; The Psy
turn.
The game can continue for a
chology of Human Relationships, Grove
Press, New York, 1964.
time limited only by the length of

A
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Games

working hours. It can be—and often
is—continued at the favorite local
tavern.
The Payoff—Every player wins.
This game is a catharsis by which
the player can purge himself of
his frustration and simultaneously
strike out at the company by not
working.
2. The Superstition Syndrome—
This game is a management ver
sion of the childish game of “rab
bit’s foot” or “happiness and secur
ity blanket.” The player continues
to perform an action that he be
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lieves is related to successful ac
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complishment. This action generally
has no relationship to the com
pany’s successes; in fact, it may
actually be detrimental to them.
For example, a highly inefficient
new system is installed at the same
time that business improves. The
improvement is created by changed
market conditions but attributed
by the player to the new system.
If business turns worse, the player
will demand more effort applied to
the system in the mistaken belief
that it will improve business.
The Stone
policy: The player assumes that policy
The Payoff—The player derives
decisions made in
past should not be questioned whether
satisfaction from believing that his
or not they are still applicable to current conditions.
actions have a major impact on
events. The player also obtains a
feeling of security by reinforcing
his association with the familiar
Tablets
during distressing times.
the work of the program). The
then makes the decision and gam
3. The “Stone Tablets” Policy—
Crasher has often procrastinated
bles on the outcome.
This is related in some ways to the
to the point where only a special
The Payoff — The payoff to the
Superstition Syndrome. The player
effort can solve the problem. This
superior is obviously his ability to
assumes that policy decisions made
may
be a deliberate effort to set
stay out of trouble and sidestep
in the past should not be ques
himself up in a position to make a
responsibility. Many executives of
tioned, whether or not they are
“heroic” contribution to the firm.
limited talent occupy top positions
still applicable to current condi
The Crash Program is related
through skillful use of this game.
tions. He feels that if top man
to “Beat the Budget” in that it
The payoff for the subordinate
agement wanted to change the
provides an opportunity for the
is multivalued. He may be seeking
“commandments” it would do so.
manager of an understaffed func
an outlet for masochistic impulses,
The Payoff—The player obtains
tion to raise an alarm that will
in which case he will specialize in
a feeling of security from the sta
permit him to indiscriminately ig
wrong decisions. On the other hand
bility of these policies “engraved
nore previous budget constraints.
he may be trying to make himself
in stone.” He also attributes om
Instead of reporting that his func
indispensable to a weak superior.
niscience to management, invest
tion could not properly operate at
This particular subordinate’s end
ing it with god-like (or father
the original level, he operates
of the game could be titled, “Eager
image) characteristics. This per
within the budget until his situa
Beaver.”
mits him to evade responsibility
tion is critical and then demands
5. Consensus—This game is re
for any errors so long as he obeys
the Crash Program.
lated to Delayed Reaction Deci
policy.
The Crashee can also use the
sions in that a superior evades de
4. The Delayed Reaction Deci
program to make a “heroic” contri
cision making. It also provides an
sion (DRD)—This game requires
bution. He can also use the pro
opportunity for playing Business
two players, a superior and a sub
Simulation. The executive inter
gram as an excuse for such games
ordinate. The superior refuses to
views members of his staff and as
as Business Simulation, Workhorse,
make pressing decisions required
many of his superiors as he can
or Worked-All-Night
(WAN).
of him until circumstances force
safely approach. He then publishes
the subordinate to decide. The
the results of his survey
a “con
superior can then adopt the deci
sensus” decision.
LEWIS FRIED is an in
structor at the Univer
sion if the results are good or
The Payoff—The player is able
sity of California and is
blame the subordinate if the re
to hide from responsibility behind
employed by a Califor
sults are bad. The subordinate
a communal “we decided” when
nia electronics manufac
turing concern. In the
plays his version, which might be
stating policy or decisions.
past he was supervisor of
titled, “You bet your job.” At the
6. The Crash Program—This is
finance systems of Litton
a multiplayer game with two
sign of a delay by his superior,
Systems, Inc. Mr. Fried re
ceived his B.A. degree in public administration
basic types: the Crasher (who
the subordinate forces events to
from California State College in 1963 and his
initiates the crash program) and
create an atmosphere in which a
M.S. degree in management theory from San
Fernando Valley State College in 1965.
the Crashee (who has to perform
decision appears necessary. He
November-December, 1967
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WAN
is, of course,
theand
time-hon
bility
andNo.
inadequately
delegated
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ored way to avoid going home for
authority. Mediocre managers are
a night.
usually the most skillful HOPO
The Payoff — The Crasher can
players, but when responsibility is
benefit by the notice of his supe
defined, even they must resort to
riors or by giving vent to his sadis
the more obvious games of Stone
tic impulses. He also can free him
Tablet, DRD, and Consensus.
self from constraints or convince
8. Beat the Budget (BEAT)—
himself that he can, by this effort,
The object of this game is to
make up for previous negligence
manipulate the budget to accom
or error. Unfortunately, the Crash
plish a given purpose. Techniques
Program almost always costs more
are extremely varied. Subgames
than the proper planned activity
range from Martyr to Empire.
would have cost.
The Martyr player seeks ad
The Crashee may use the pro
vancement by demonstrating his
gram to make an impression on
ability to save the firm’s money.
his superior. He may also use it
This performance may lead to
against the Crasher by faking his
total disregard of accomplishing
effort. This way he doubles his
his stated purpose in an accurate
payoff by looking like a heroic
or satisfactory manner. Martyr
worker while sabotaging the pro
players tend to sample rather than
gram to strike back at the Crasher’s
completely investigate. They try
sadism.
to find methods that are “cheaper

7. Hot Potato (HOPO)—This is
but just as good” rather than do
the well known game of passing
the originally defined task. This
the buck. It is often played in
may—and usually does—result in
conjunction with Stone Tablets,
unsatisfactory or inadequate per
DRD, or Consensus. It can also
formance. However, until such re
be used with inanimate objects
sults are discovered, the player is
(equipment failure) or environ
a hero. When the results are dis
mental conditions (the weather or
covered he may play Martyr and
the Crash Program). HOPO flour
claim credit for saving the firm’s
money.
ishes in any area of weak authority
The Bright Boy (BB) player
or where conflicting lines of au
takes advantage of the timing rela
thority
It finds its most fer
tionship between budgets and
tile ground in areas where policies
short-run projects. He makes use
and procedures are poorly defined
The martyr player seeks advancement
of a method of “flexible budget
or out of date.
by demonstrating his ability to save
ing.
” The essence of the game is
HOPO has a subgame called
the firm's money. He tries to find
to
budget
after the project is com
Recrimination in which, rather
methods that are "cheaper but just
pleted.
When
the budget is over
than passively passing the hot po
as good" rather than do the orig
run on major projects, then BB
tato, the players actively accuse
inally defined task.
can make his excuses palatable by
each other. Recrimination is not
pointing to his excellent past rec
only a good smoke screen but, by
ord of project budget comparisons.
using a technique of misdirection,
The Empire player spends to
can also consume a great deal of
the limit of his budget and beyond
time. The passage of time works
if circumstances will permit. If he
to the advantage of the HOPO
approaches the end of a budget
player since it dulls the original
period with funds unspent he finds
keen interest in locating the real
source of a problem. There is also
some way to dispose of these
some chance that, given enough
funds. The Empire player is prob
time, the problem will disappear.
ably a greater gambler than the
The Payoff — The player obvi
Martyr player. The Empire player
ously hopes to advance by selec
tries to assure himself successively
tively taking credit for successes
larger budgets by his technique.
while avoiding blame for failures.
The game of Empire was a favor
This game flourishes in an atmo
ite during the good old cost-plusfixed fee government days and is
sphere of poorly defined responsi
Management Services
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Musical Chairs: The basic method is to use reorganization as an ex
cuse for poor performance. If problems do not seem to permit rapid
solution, the player moves his supervisors into unfamiliar positions.

still popular in R&D-oriented firms.
The Payoff—Martyr and Empire
represent two different routes to
advancement. The Martyr may
even go so far as to suggest elimi
nation of his own job in the hope
of advancing. BB, on the  other
hand, is usually a game of survival
rather than of advancement. The
BB player uses the BEAT game as
a variety of HOPO. BEAT play
ers are generally noted for their
creative ingenuity.
9. Workhorse — The player of
this game never works less than
nine hours per day and works at
least six days a week. He finds ex
cuses to come to work on holidays
and he never takes a vacation. He
makes sure to be at work before
his superior arrives and after he
leaves. He double- and triple
checks everything he does.
The Payoff — Workhorse is not
played for advancement. The Ea
ger Beaver may play a game that
looks like Workhorse, but he, be
ing consciously after advancement,
merely tries to create an impres
sion without working.
The real Workhorse player really
works. The game is played for pay
offs that vary with the motivation.
At one extreme the player may
be satisfying sado-masochistic im
pulses by punishing himself and de
priving his family of his presence.
November-December, 1967
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In another case the player could
be using the game to avoid an un
happy social situation (a subgame
called Mother-in-Law).
Generally, however, the Work
horse player is a frightened under
achiever. He occupies a position
that is beyond his normal capa
bility and he must, therefore, work
much harder than average to do
the job. He realizes this and con
sequently feels insecure. He plays
Workhorse not only to accomplish
his regular job but also to demon
strate to his superiors his willing
ness to work and his loyalty to the
company. In this manner he hopes
to assure his value to the firm. The
payoff for this player is survival
the firm.
10. Musical Chairs (CHAIRS)This is an executive game for one
player. The basic method is to use
reorganization as an excuse for
poor organizational performance.
If a functional area of the
has
problems that do not seem to per
mit rapid solution, then the player
moves his supervisors into positions
with which they are entirely un
familiar. Naturally, each supervisor
must learn the duties of his new
position. This learning process
takes time, during which the ori
ginal problem cannot be cured.
With luck, the problem may dis
appear.

Sometimes the shifted supervis
ors may create problems for the
CHAIRS player. The supervisor
may take the game seriously and
try to modify his new area before
he is thoroughly familiar with it.
On the other hand, there is al
ways the remote possibility that
some supervisor may solve the
problem.
The Payoff—CHAIRS is played
to gain time and, to a lesser de
gree, in the unlikely event that a
problem may be solved by the
technique. It is usually used only
when an executive can think of no
immediate solution to his problems.
11. Intramural Politics (INTRA
POL)—This is the big game and
all members of management (wil
lingly or otherwise) must play it.
The previously mentioned games
are all used as well as some that
are briefly described by their titles:
Rumor
Crown Prince
Inside Track
Three-Way Parlay
Gang-Up

The Payoff—INTRAPOL is gen
erally played for advancement but
may be played for survival. The
heavy players are often identifi
able by nervous characteristics, golf
trophies, and handy bottles of
Maalox.
25
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Although figures have always been the language of
accountants, they have
derived only from the
simplest mathematical methods in the past. Now,
however, more sophisticated techniques are both
available and essential management services. Here
is a review of —

SOME USES OF MATHEMATICAL
TECHNIQUES IN ACCOUNTING
by H. G. Trentin
Arthur Andersen & Co.

a time when the use
countants got along quite well on
of mathematics in accounting
just these four basic arithmetical
was confined to computing inter functions.
est, discounts, annuities, returns on
Now, however, the role of the
investments, partnership interests,
accountant has broadened to meet
sinking funds, and a few other ac
the needs of business management.
counting applications requiring a
The new horizons of accounting
bit more than simple addition, sub
make it necessary to deal with
traction, multiplication, and divi
probability statistics, correlation
sion. As a matter of fact, most acanalysis, network diagraming (in
cluding PERT), linear programing,
This article has been adapted from a
and other more advanced mathe
paper presented by the author at the
matical
methods.
9th International Congress of Account
In this article each of the meth
ants, held in Paris this fall.
here was

T
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ods mentioned will be described in
general terms, and one of them
(networking) will be illustrated
by a case study.

Probability statistics
The accountant is often called
upon to provide an analysis of past
occurrences and to offer sugges
tions regarding future trends. For
example, based on forecasts of
sales and analyses of alternative
options, decisions are made regard
Management Services
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ity variations from the assump
ing additions to plant, borrowing
Probability
Number of Fresh Loaves
: Management
Services,tions
Vol. 4,and
No.—6,perhaps
November-December
1967 [whole
issue]
most important
requirements, inventory
commit
1 out of 10
1,500 or more
ments, and other matters of sub
—how likely they are to occur may
5 out of 10
1,000 or more
stantial financial consequence. Sta
change the decision.
8 out of 10
900 or more
tistical analysis of historical data
10 out of 10
700 or more
often permits presentation of sales
Correlation analysis
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Critical path analysis of a project requires that it...

(3) the introduction of time and
cost variations. The last named
permits an evaluation of the sched
uling of steps to permit selection
of a schedule that produces the
least direct cost for each step and/
or the total project.
These methods are frequently
used in production operations, re
search and development, and con
struction to schedule large and
complex projects. They also have
been used by accountants for sim
pler but important operations like

developing schedules for earlier
closing of the books in multi-divi
sional companies.

CPM in construction
The purposes of the construction
industry accountant, for example,
are well served by the specific ob
jective of the critical path method:
to set up an efficient information
system that will operate continu
ously throughout a construction
job, producing early, detailed, and

EXHIBIT 2
Sketch of Proposed Building

accurate estimates of the following:
(a) Variable costs
(b) Final completion date
(c) Potential bottlenecks
(d) Requirements dates for la
bor, material, and subcontractors
(e) Cash flow.

Divide and conquer
To begin with, critical path anal
ysis of a project requires that it be
described in terms of a number of
separate activities, or “steps.”
Whenever possible a step should
consist of some physically distin
guishable part of the work, the
completion of which can be deter
mined by visual inspection. In a
process plant, for example, the in
stallation of a pump would be a
typical step. In a concrete struc
ture, each pour might be consid
ered a step. The description should
state which steps may be done
concurrently and which steps must
be done in sequence. Steps to be
done in sequence must be care
fully defined so as to indicate
clearly why the completion of one
affects the start date of the next.
Cost variances will be accounted
for step by step. Therefore, each
step should represent only a small
percentage of total project cost.
Schedule progress will also be
measured step by step, so the work
ing time for each step should be
short, relative to total project time.
As an example, the concrete work
for an eight-story office building
was analyzed in terms of 42 steps,
with step costs ranging from $4,000
to $22,000 and step durations from
to eighteen working days.
When the steps have been de
scribed in this manner, two con
trols may be established as follows:

Control of direct costs
Critical path permits extremely
prompt and precise comparison of
budgeted versus actual direct cost
28
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.. . be described in terms of a number of activities or “steps.”

for each step as soon as it is com
pleted. To set up this control, the
accountant must first obtain an es
timate of the direct cost for each
step, broken down as desired into
the usual cost classifications (labor
of various trades, material of vari
ous kinds, etc.). He must then ar
range for the reporting of actual
cost by step, and, when a step is
complete, he should compare ac
tual with budgeted cost. The re
sults should immediately be passed
back through management chan
nels to the job site.
When this routine is performed
separately for each step, variances
are revealed early. In the office
16
building mentioned
an overrun was
indicated in formwork labor after
only six of the 42 concrete steps
were completed. Without critical
path this overrun would not have
been discovered until much later
in the project, probably too late for
corrective action.
Schedule control is achieved by
similar means. In the planning
stage estimates of the working time
for each step are obtained, and a
schedule in the critical path for
mat is prepared.

Critical “bottlenecks" isolated
The network calculation identi
fies the potential bottlenecks, or
"critical” steps. In most projects
only a few steps are critical. For
example, in a chemical plant main
tenance project involving over 200
steps, only 25 were found to be
critical. Total project time was re
duced 37 per cent by focusing
management attention on these 25
steps alone.
Furthermore, the network rou
tine clearly points out which steps
may be delayed, and how much,
without prolonging the final com
pletion date. This permits the
scheduling of efficient crew sizes,
convenient arrival dates for mate
rial and subcontractors, and low
November-December, 1967
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interest on construction funds with
no delay to the project.

Networking example

Excavation
Concrete
Interior work
Elevator

Total

Here is a relatively simple ex
ample of the use of the critical
path method in the construction
industry:
Suppose that you are managing
an investment in rental property.
You engage a contractor to build,
at cost plus ten per cent, the fivestory apartment building shown in
Exhibit 2 on page 28.
Before beginning construction,
he submits to you the following
budget and schedule:
APARTMENT BUILDING
$1,200,000
45 weeks required to complete

You believe that a more detailed
analysis would yield greater preci
sion. The contractor submits the
schedule shown in Exhibit 3 on
this page.

Bar chart scheduling
The contractor explains that 66,
which seems to be the total num
ber of weeks, has no meaning here
since, for example, some of the con
crete work can be started before
the excavation is entirely finished.
Also, the interior work can begin
as soon as the service elevator can
be manually operated to provide
access for workmen. Reflecting

$150,000
260,000
550,000
320,000

18 weeks
21 weeks
11 weeks
weeks

$1,280,000

Construction Budget and Schedule

EXHIBIT 3

these facts, he submits a chart
showing completion in 45 weeks
(Exhibit 4 on this page).
This is an example of the tradi
tional construction bar chart. Al
though it is usually presented on a
wide piece of paper, the informa
tion it contains is sparse. It really
shows only two numbers for each
classification of work—a start date
and a finish date. It gives no indi
cation of what goes on between
these two dates and does not tell
why the activities cannot be started
and/or finished earlier.
To obtain a better understand
ing and closer control of the work,
you decide to use critical path
scheduling on the project. Your
first step is to sit down with the
contractor and discuss the details
of his plan for construction. An af
ternoon in his office reveals that
the following facts appear to gov
ern the sequencing of the work:

Governing sequence
1. It would be very costly to be
gin the interior work before the

EXHIBIT 4
Apartment House Schedule
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Consider “If these estimates are correct, what is the shortest.. .

service elevator is operating manu
ally because of the expense of
hoisting workmen and material.
2. After the service elevator is
operating manually, interior work
can proceed concurrently with the
installation and testing of auto
matic elevator controls.
3. The elevator work cannot be
started until the reinforced con
crete elevator tower is complete.
4. The concrete elevator tower
cannot be started until the base
ment area of the building lot is ex
cavated and shored.
5. Certain concrete foundation
work must be in place before the
structural steel framework can be
gin.
6. Structural steel supporting the
main building concrete cannot be
raised until the elevator tower is
complete, for the steel depends on
the tower for support.
7. Concrete for the parking deck
cannot be started until the main
building concrete work is complete
since the parking deck area is
needed for working space.

Nine main steps
After considering these facts,
you decide to divide the project

for scheduling purposes into nine
steps as follows:
Excavation
Main building area
Parking
area

Concrete
Foundation (includes all concrete work
main building area and below street
level)
Elevator tower
Main
building
(including
supporting
structural steel)
Parking deck (both above and below
grade)

earliest possible completion time
(which is called “EPC”) for each
of the steps.
The EPC can be computed for
any step if, and only if, it already
has been computed for all immedi
ately preceding steps. Therefore,
you must begin with a step which
is not preceded by any other step
(in this case, begin with “excavate
basement”) and work forward
through the schedule.

Interior work, all floors
Elevator
Manually operated, temporary equipment
automatic equipment

Instead of four bars on the chart,
you now have nine. You indicate
the necessary sequencing of the
bars by arrows, making a critical
path schedule diagram
shown in
Exhibit 5 on this page.
Next you ask the contractor for
his best estimate of the number of
weeks that will be required for the
completion of each step. These es
timates are entered on the diagram
(see Exhibit 6 on page 31).
Now consider the question: “If
these estimates are correct, what is
the shortest possible time in which
the entire job can be completed?”
This is answered by computing an

Calculating the EPC
The EPC for a step is the sum
of (a) its duration and (b) the
largest of the EPC’s for the im
mediately preceding steps. In Ex
hibit 7 on page 31 the EPC’s have
been correctly computed for all
steps. Note, for example, that the
EPC for “Concrete park deck” is
the sum of (a) the duration of six
weeks and (b) the larger of the
EPC’s for the “Excavate park deck”
(18) and “Concrete main bldg”
(23). This amounts to 6 + 23 =
29. That is, “Concrete park deck”
cannot be completed earlier than
the 29th week.
The earliest possible completion
time for the entire building is the
largest of the EPC’s. In this case,

EXHIBIT 5
Apartment House—Critical Path Schedule Diagram, Sequencing
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... possible time in which the entire job can be completed?”

the conclusion is that, if the esti
mates of step duration are correct,
your building can be completed in
36 weeks instead of 45. Since the
36-week estimate is more detailed
than the 45-week, it is likely to be
more precise. You calculate your
gain from earlier use of the build
ing and find that, at the net rental
value of $700 per day, the financial
outlook is better. Without the care
ful analysis required by critical
path, this opportunity for earlier
completion might have been over
looked.
Apartment House—Critical Path Schedule Diagram, Time Estimates

Last possible dates
As you study the new schedule,
you notice an interesting difference
between the step “Concrete Park
Deck” and the step “Interior.” One
can be delayed past its EPC with
out affecting final completion date,
while the other cannot. In this
sense, “Concrete Park Deck” is
seven weeks less “urgent” than “In
terior.” It occurs to you that there
may be a way to calculate the de
gree of urgency for every step in
the schedule.
As a matter of fact, there is. It
is done by computing a latest pos
sible completion time (called
“LPC”) for every step. LPC repre
sents the latest possible time the
step can be completed without pro
longing the entire project.
In general, the LPC can be cal
culated for any step if, and only
if, it already has been calculated
for all immediately following steps.
Therefore, you must begin with a
step which has none following and
work backward through the sched
ule.
For any step with none follow
ing, the LPC, of course, is equal to
the largest EPC, that is, to the
project duration. In the example,
the LPC for “Interior” would be
36, and so would the LPC’s for
“Elevator automatic” and “Con
crete park deck.”
November-December, 1967
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EXHIBIT 6

EXHIBIT 7

Apartment House—Critical Path Schedule Diagram, EPC's and LPC's

EXHIBIT 8
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all steps have zero slacks. This
Excavation
Management Services: A Magazine
of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol.
No. the
6, Art.“critical
10
path4 [1967],
is called
path.”
Basement
Park deck

$

60,000
90,000

Concrete
Foundation
Tower
Main building
Park deck

50,000
30,000
110,000
70,000

Interior

550,000

Elevator
Manual
Automatic

80,000
240,000
$1,280,000

Cost Breakdown by Critical Path Steps

EXHIBIT 9

The value of critical path

analysis arises from treat

ment of a large, complicated
project in terms of its

many smaller, simpler parts.

Working days are now
budgets, like dollars. The

estimate of total construction
time is the sum of the

estimated construction times

for certain steps—those on
the critical path.

For any other step the LPC is
calculated
follows: For each im
mediately following step, subtract
the duration from the LPC. The
smallest of these differences is the
required LPC.
This is shown in Exhibit 8 on
page 31. The LPC’s have been cal
culated correctly. For example, the
LPC for “Concrete main bldg” is
the smaller of the two numbers
(36-6) and (36-11), that is, the
smaller of 30 and 25, or 25. Stated
in words, “Concrete main bldg”
must be finished no later than the
25th week, or the entire project
will be delayed beyond the 36th
week.

Bottleneck steps
The urgency of each step may
now be measured by subtracting
its EPC from its LPC. The result
is called the “slack” for the step.
It represents the number of weeks
by which the completion of the
step may be delayed beyond its
EPC without prolonging the proj
ect. For example, “Concrete park
deck” has a slack of (36-29) or
seven weeks.
Notice that the steps “Excavate
basement,” “Concrete tower,” “Ele
vator manual,” and “Interior” all
have zero slacks. These four steps
constitute a path, that is, a succes
sion of steps from the beginning to
the end of the project. In any criti
cal path schedule diagram there is
always at least one path on which

32

If a step is on a critical path, any
delay in that step will delay the
entire project.
In this nine-step schedule four
of the steps are critical. In appli
cations involving hundreds or
thousands of steps, it is often found
that only 10 to 20 per cent of the
steps are critical. Management can
effectively expedite the entire pro
ject by concentrating on these few
bottleneck steps, which are pre
cisely identified by critical path
analysis.

Cost control
Since your arrangement with the
contractor is cost plus ten per cent,
you will want to measure, at fre
quent intervals, how much the ac
tual cost is likely to differ from the
estimate. This objective can be met
by using the critical path steps as
budget subdivisions. You ask the
contractor to break down his esti
mate of cost by critical path steps,
and he replies as shown in Exhibit
9 on this page.
The contractor reports that the
interior and elevator steps have
been subcontracted at the amounts
shown, so that the uncertain ele
ments of cost are excavation and
concrete work, which the contrac
tor is performing with his own men
and equipment.
With the estimate broken down
shown, you are now in a posi
tion to monitor the contractor’s
costs immediately on completion
of each step. As soon as he fin
ishes, say, “Concrete foundation,”
you will know exactly how much
work has been done, how much
money was budgeted for it, and
what it actually cost. There will be
no need for an “estimate of per
centage complete.” This method of
cost control contrasts with the tra
ditional one, in which the account
ant is required to obtain estimates
of percentage completion for vari
ous categories of work (concrete,
plumbing, etc.) without being cer
tain of how these categories are
physically distributed in the struc
Management Services
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ture. (Note: In an :actual
situation,
Management
Services, Vol. 4, No. 6, November-December 1967 [whole issue]
Date: November 18, 1967
the estimate of cost would prob
Working week: 15th
ably be broken down not only by
Cost
Completion Week
step but also by the usual func
Original
Original
tional classifications as well; for
Actual
Actual
Estimate
Estimate
example, formwork, cement finish
Steps completed:
ing, etc.)
6th*
8th
61,400
$
60,000
Excavation, basement
14th
13 th
48,700
50,000
Concrete foundation
Suppose that at the end of the
15th*
16th
Concrete tower
30,000
26,200
15th week the concrete tower is
136,300
$ 140,000
Subtotals
complete. job progress report for
Current
Current
your building would contain infor
Estimate
Estimate
mation like that shown in Exhibit
Steps not yet completed:
10 on this page.

Cost control precise
As this example illustrates, the
value of critical path analysis arises
from treatment of a large compli
cated project in terms of its many
smaller, simpler parts. Working
days are now budgeted like dol
lars. The estimate of total construc
tion time is the sum of the esti
mated construction times for cer
tain steps—those on the critical
path. Similarly, cost control is pre
cise because the budget is broken
down by time-oriented steps that
are consistent with the physical
progress of the work.

Linear programing
Linear programing is an analy
tical or computational technique
for solving a general class of opti
mization problems involving many
variables related in a complex way.
The solution of these problems in
volves the attainment of a measure
of effectiveness, such as profits,
costs, or quantities produced, for a
given set of restraining conditions,
e. g., material availability, produc
tion capacity, government regula
tions, etc.
Using the linear programing
technique, an analyst can system
atically search through unit cost
and quantity tables of hundreds of
alternatives for making products at
various plants of a national com
pany, shipping to and storing at
various warehouses, and ultimately
shipping to customers in order to
arrive at an overall minimum cost
solution. With five factories and
one hundred depots or stores, you
November-December, 1967
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Excavation, park deck
Concrete, main building
Concrete, park
Elevator, manual
Elevator, automatic
Interior
Subtotal

Totals:
Per original estimates

90,000
110,000
70,000
80,000
240,000
550,000

$1,140,000

18 th
23 rd
29th
25th
32nd
36th

$1,140,000

$1,280,000

Adjusted for results to date

22nd
28th
24th*
31st
35th*

36th
$1,276,300

35th

Estimated Final Completion:
35th week (April 6, 1968)
*Critical steps

Job Progress Report

EXHIBIT 10

would have to consider at least
five hundred shipping routes to get
the product to the customer at low
est cost. If the pertinent data
to
unit costs of manufacture and ship
ping and capacities and demands
are accurately arranged, the solu
tion can be readily obtained in a
rather routine—and mathematically
quite simple—operation.

Another example
Another example of the applica
tion of this mathematical method
to the solution of a budgeting or
cost control problem to which the
answer is not intuitively evident is
the mix problem. In oil refineries,
where many choices as to end
products are usually available, lin
ear programing techniques will in
dicate the best selection based on
the demands for and prices of end
products (gasoline, kerosene, mo
tor
paraffin, etc.) and the cost
and types of crude oil available.
Comparable solutions are available
to the mixer of animal feeds, where

the requirements are specified in
terms of vitamin content, bulk,
and other general criteria that
could be met by a variety of com
binations of different ingredients
such as corn, wheat, barley, cotton
seed, fish meal, etc., selling at con
stantly changing prices. The reali
zation of budgeted profits very
often depends on probing in a sci
entific fashion all of the possible
alternatives.

Conclusion
Actually, accountants have barely
scratched the surface in applying
appropriate mathematical methods.
Every accountant should do more
reading in this exciting and re
warding field. Many excellent pub
lications are readily available. Fur
thermore, the universities are be
ginning to provide appropriate
mathematical courses for account
ing students
that accountants of
the future will start their careers
fully equipped for the challenges
of modern business.
33
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Inventory control, the first nonfinancial business
area
heavily influenced by computers, is be
coming more efficient and more economical in com
panies across
country as a result —

INTRODUCTION TO
EDP-CONTROLLED INVENTORY CONTROL
by L. James Sasanecki
Warner & Swasey Company

nventory management is a ma
jor problem for all manufac
turers—and for most companies in
other industries as well. There are
many systems for controlling sup
plies of raw materials, goods in
process, and finished goods so as
to strike a balance between the
conflicting objectives of maximiz
ing customer service and minimiz
ing inventory carrying costs. All of
them depend for their success on
the availability of accurate, timely,
and relevant information.
Here is where the electronic

I

computer can play—and is playing
—a major role. Inventory control
has become a popular area for ap
plication of electronic data proc
essing, probably the most popular
outside the strictly financial areas.
This article reviews some of the
reasons why this is so and outlines
some of the progress that has been
made.

Why EDP?
Computerization of inventory
control has enabled many com

Management Services
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panies to reduce the size of their
inventories, thus saving on carry
ing costs; to reduce production
costs through improved planning;
to reduce clerical costs through
mechanization—all without sacrific
ing customer service. Indeed, in
most cases customer service has
also been improved, with bene
ficial effects on sales, seling costs,
speed of billing and collection, and
the like.
Before Olin Mathieson Chemical
Corporation integrated its orderto-shipment cycle into a central
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Olin Mathieson, which used to take eight days to produce planning and con
trolling schedules now can produce them almost instantaneously. Time saved
has earned thousands in orders that might otherwise have been lost.

computer system, eight days were
required to produce planning and
controlling schedules. Now the cy
cle is virtually instantaneous. The
time saved, the company thinks,
has earned it thousands of dollars
in orders that might very well
have been lost under the manual
system.
Thomas & Betts Company has
cut the length of its reporting cy
cle from one month to ten days by
means of a one-pass operation for
handling all inventory control. All
orders go directly to the computer,
which maintains the records on in
ventory in six warehouses across
the country. The computer then
produces all the control docu
ments, invoices, and shipping pa
pers.
Frequently, too, the number
reports produced can be drastic
ally reduced. At Alco Valve Com
pany, when each order is run
through the computer, the output
is a single report which, on a nineteen-part duplicate form, details
all the information necessary to
complete the order and the in
ventory file. For a normal day’s
150 orders, under the old manual
system,
reports would have
had to be prepared to supply the
same information.
Inventory investment high

In diversified companies with
extensive product lines the amount
of capital tied up in inventory can
November-December, 1967
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be staggering. This investment can
be reduced substantially when ac
curate, up-to-date inventory infor
mation is available. Then manage
ment can react quickly to changes
in demand patterns, thus decreas
ing the need for large safety
stocks.
A major factor in the tightening
of control is the accuracy with
which computers can process data.
Although computers cannot be
completely divorced from human
error, their overall record is su
perior to that of human beings.
A systems engineer at one com
pany that has computerized its in
ventory control reported, “The big
gest problem we had, prior to our
installing a computer, was the hu
man errors in reporting inventory
information. Miscounting, miscod
ing, misindexing were just a few
of the many errors we encoun
tered.”
Furthermore, the speed with
which computers operate permits
use of data in ways that were im
possible without EDP. The sheer
mass of data generated by com
plex inventories in the past forced
human inventory controllers
simplify to the point of inaccu
racy.
Among the other benefits of
computer control of inventory sys
tems are these listed by
Spark
Plug Division of General Motors
Corporation: (1) Inactive stock
items were slashed from 20 per
cent to 0.05 per cent. (2) Parts

shortages were cut in half. (3) Di
rect labor savings were increased.
(4) Contract delivery perform
ance was improved 90 per cent.
Basic approaches

As with any other field of appli
cation of electronic data process
ing, the company that computer
izes inventory control may choose
between two basic approaches:
Electronic equipment can be used
to perform existing clerical func
tions cheaper and faster, or the
computer can be made the basis
of a completely new system, stress
ing decision making. The latter ap
proach, of course, is more likely to
produce really significant benefits.
In either case, however, the flow
of data is likely to change consid
erably with computerization. Con
trast the old and new systems in
a company that switched from
electromechanical punched card
equipment to a computer.
Formerly, whenever a sales or
der came in by telephone, wire, or
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Some systems are limited to finished goods inventory only, but some . . .

Warner & Swasey controls 80 per cent of its inventory by
computer, 20 per cent manually. The computer-controlled
portion contains all the small, fast-moving items where
tight control is needed. The balance are items whose status
changes so slowly that use of computer time isn't justified.

mail, it was sent to the production
planning department. There an
eight-part order sheet was com
piled, and copies were sent to
eight different departments. Once
each of these departments had
taken appropriate action and the
order had been shipped, the ship
ping department’s copy of the or
der sheet was sent to the data
processing department. Data proc
essing personnel deleted the
shipped items from the inventory
records and key punched the or
der record into cards. These cards
made up the historical inventory
file and were later used to produce
reports.
Under the new system,
soon
as an order is received, it is coded
to order number, catalog num
ber, and quantity. Then it is sent
to the computer, which checks the
complete inventory file in its mem
ory to see whether the items are
in stock. If the item is not in stock,
the computer prints an order slip
that is sent to the plant, ordering
the item to be produced. If the
item is in stock, the computer de
letes the appropriate quantity
from the inventory stock file. At
the same time the computer prints
an invoice and a shipping bill,
which are sent to the shipping de
partment. This system eliminates
many clerical functions formerly

performed by various departments
and many reports.
Applications

Electronic inventory control sys
tems vary widely—in the propor
tion of the inventory controlled, in
scope of coverage, and in speed
of response time provided.
Some systems are limited to fin
ished goods inventory; some are
extended into the production proc
ess to control raw materials and
goods in process as well. Some are
designed to control every item in
each inventory category covered;
some concentrate only on key
items.
At Warner & Swasey Company
20 per cent of the total inventory is
controlled manually and only 80
per cent by a computer. The 20
per cent that is manually controlled
consists of large, slow-moving
items whose inventory status does
not change rapidly enough to jus
tify use of computer time. The
computer-controlled portion of the
inventory consists of small, fast
moving items that need the close,
tight control a computer can pro
vide.
Applications also differ in scope.
Some companies use the computer
only to perform the most basic
functions of inventorv control. One

36

company, for example, assigns
three tasks to the computer: to
check stock levels in each ware
house, compare the balance with
a predetermined figure, and auto
matically reorder; to compile stock
summaries for monthly inventory
reports issued to distributors; and
to answer customer inquiries on
stock.
This type of system is well suited
to modular assembly, a production
method used by companies that
manufacture products with a large
number of interchangeable parts.
They manufacture the parts in ad
vance of assembly and stock them
according to number. When an or
der comes in, the computer prints
the numbers of the parts needed
to fulfill the order and deletes them
from the stock file. When the sup
ply of a given part in inventory
falls below the reorder point, the
computer prints a reorder slip,
which is transferred to the plant
for production.
Computer control can
speed
up operations in the warehouse.
In one company, when an order is
received, it is given to pickers, who
put the required parts in a tote
box along with punched cards con
taining the item and stock num
bers of the parts. The cards are
then placed in a computer, which
transfers the information onto a
Management Services
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. . . are extended into the production process to control raw materials and goods in process.

memory drum. At the same time
the computer assigns a time for
the product to be assembled and
specifies the loading dock where
it should be picked up after as
sembly.
Other companies extend the
computer’s control well into the
production process. One manufac
turer has the computer calculate
such details as how many hours
will be required for casting, roll
ing, slitting, and finishing; the cost
of the order and the time it will
take to process; the pounds of ma
terial and machine time required;
where equipment bottlenecks are
likely to arise; and the net profit
ability of the order.
Batch processing systems

Systems also differ in the speed
of response required. Most com
monly, data to be processed by the
computer are batched and run at
regular intervals, depending on the
frequency with which updating is
required. Sometimes prepunched
cards are used for computer input.
At one paper company a pre
punched data card is attached
the order form at each stage in the
order line. When the final stage is
passed, a card with the customer’s
name is added, and the entire set
of cards is run through the com
puter. The resulting output is a
card containing the customer’s

name, identification of the paper
ordered, ream size, number
reams shipped, the next shipping
date, and identification of the car
rier. This card is later used as in
put for inventory reports.
Real time systems

Some companies want inventory
reports to be produced daily;
others, weekly or monthly. Olin
Mathieson demands daily reports.
Its computer, in addition to print
ing details of the production sched
ule, makes daily comparisons of
orders with past data, other orders,
and sales forecasts; prepares daily
reports on raw materials and fin
ished goods inventory; and sup
plies the customer service depart
ment with daily reports on the
status of orders in process. These
daily reports enable management
to make quick and accurate deci
sions. From a simple input of facts
the computer produces a complex
report examining the present and
future standing of the order with
respect
the inventory.
A few companies are using real
time order-entry systems. An ex
tensive computer memory is stored
with all past inventory production
information, and the equipment is
programed with instructions that
permit instantaneous rather than
batch processing. Orders can be
telephoned, teletyped, or keyed in

to the central unit, and immediate
inventory information can be pro
duced.
Perhaps one of the most fully
integrated and fully automated sys
tems now in operation is that of the
Kitchens of Sara Lee, Inc. An in
coming order sets off a series of
actions that operate almost com
pletely free of human intervention.
Two computers are used to con
trol inventory, production, and
forecasting. Each day the compu
ters write a tape that controls the
production requirements for the
day, based on a computed forecast
of needed goods. The computers
even direct cranes to pick up
products in storage on a first-in,
first-out basis. Finally, the compu
ters print daily reports that show
in detail such inventory informa
tion as amount on hand, number
of transactions for the day, and
the amount of storage space avail
able.
Forecasting

The most sophisticated inven
tory control systems, of course, are
those that include sales and inven
tory forecasting among the com
puter’s duties. These systems re
quire the computer to answer two
important questions: When should
the inventory be replenished? How
much should be reordered?
Some companies base inventory

In one company incoming orders produce cards which are fed into
a computer. The computer assigns a time for the product to be
assembled and specifies the loading deck where it's to be picked up.
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reorder time on a fixed schedule;
previous period. Thus, if the pre
Management Services: A Magazine
Planning,when
Systems,
Controls, Vol.
4 [1967],
No. 6,
Art.410and the pre
someof reorder
a and
predeter
vious
demand
was
mined inventory level is reached.
vious forecast was 7 and we as
Normally the quantity ordered is
sume the constant equals .2, the
based on the economic lot size.*
new forecast would be as follows:
To compute the economic lot

size it is necessary to forecast the
F = .2(4) + (.8) (7) =6.4.
maximum demand during the lead
time. The most common methods
This basic formula is applied in
of predicting demand involve some
various ways. Timken Roller Bear
form of moving average. For ex
ing Company takes the estimated
ample, a six-month moving aver
sales for the next three months
age can be maintained by adding
and subtracts what is available in
to the total of demand over six
inventory or in current production.
months the demand for the most
This is repeated once for each of
recent month, subtracting the de
the three months; then the sum of
mand seven months ago, and tak
the three figures is subtracted from
ing one-sixth of the result. This
the amount available; the re
provides a good approximation of
mainder is the estimated require
the average rate of movement of
ment. In this calculation, which is
the demand for an item.
performed once a month, a mov
This method has one disadvan
ing average over a period of three
The trend is toward more
tage, however; there must always
months and a smoothing constant
use of specialized input and
be a record of past figures on
of .6 are used.
hand. When a company has a large
Another company has a pro
output devices, particularly
number of products, this repre
gram that allows the computer to
sents quite a volume of paperwork.
compute a new adjusting factor
across long distances. One
To avoid maintaining these files,
each month. This enables it to re
company, by installing tele
many companies employ a method
fine its forecasting continually.
called exponential smoothing. Ex
Accurate forecasting prevents a
types to connect fifteen
ponential smoothing is a special
company from being burdened
kind of weighted moving average.
either by a large inventory or by
warehouses around the
The new average is updated peri
frequent stockouts. An improved
country with one computer,
odically as the weighted sum of
forecasting system enabled one
the demand in the period since the
company to reduce its inventory
uses a single machine to
last review and the old average.
from $2.2 million to $1.1 million
This makes it unnecessary to keep
(with no change in sales volume)
control inventory in fifteen
records of past demand. Under ex
and actually reduce its percentage
locations.
ponential smoothing, the demand
of stockouts from 20-30 per cent to
for each past month is weighted
per cent.
exponentially instead of equally.
representative formula is as fol
Equipment
lows:
Just as inventory control sys
tems vary widely in scope, so do
F = axt + (1-a) st-1 (x)
they vary in the type of data proc
essing equipment used. There are
where a equals a constant that de
three basic types of data processing
termines the relative weighting of
equipment systems.
the most recent data to past data.
The most basic is the card sys
The company can set a in such a
tem. All data are punched into
way as to best represent the de
cards; for the information to be
mand pattern. The xt is the de
used, the cards must be put into a
mand from the last period, and the
card reader. The reader enters the
st-1 (x) is the forecast from the
information into the computer,
where the desired calculations are
*For an explanation of economic lot
made, and the results are passed
size, or economic order quantity, see
to the printer or other output de
“Inventory Control” by Robert D. Nie
meyer, MS, July-August, ’64, p. 25.
vices.
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At Sara Lee, an incoming order sets off a series of actions
that operate, almost completely free of human intervention, to
control inventory and production and forecasting as well.

The Sheffield Corporation uti
lizes an IBM 357 data gathering
system. All the data are gathered
and keyed into punched cards at
each department as the product
order moves through the plant.
All

updating is controlled by the
punched cards and the reports
they produce.
Another basic type of system is
tape—either punched paper tape
or, more often, magnetic tape. In
formation is recorded on magnetic
tape by arranging small magnetic
spots in a code system—much like
that used on punched cards. The
data can be transferred to tape by
means of punched cards or input
typewriters.
Magnetic tape is widely used in
inventory control because a great
deal of information, sometimes an
entire inventory file, can be kept
on one tape reel. When informa
tion is needed, the reel is placed
on a tape reader, and the com
puter searches for the requested
information.
The third basic system is mag
netic disks. These disks, which can
approach two feet in diameter, can
be stored in a flat position like a
stack of plates. Data are stored in
grooves on both sides of the disks,
and a reader arm, much like a
phonograph needle, reads the in
formation either onto or from the
disk. Disk equipment is often de
sirable in an inventory control sys
tem because the information stored
is available through random ac
cess. Thus, the current inventory
status of any product would be ac
November-December, 1967
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cessible at the touch of a button.
The choice of basic equipment
depends on the nature of the data
processing system. In general,
cards and tape are more suitable
for batch processing of data; com
panies with real time systems that
demand random access are more
likely to use disks. Often, however,
two or even, perhaps, all three of
the basic types of system are com
bined.
When an order is received at
the tufting plant of Coronet Indus
tries of Dalton, Georgia, the in
formation is punched into cards
and then transferred to magnetic
disks. The magnetic disks hold the
up-to-date inventory file and
the master file from which sales
analyses, shipping data, and com
mitment lists are prepared. The
central computer, an IBM 1440,
can store 4,000 pieces of informa
tion; the two 1311 disks add more
storage capacity.
At another tufting plant, when
an order is received, the informa
tion is punched into cards and
transferred to magnetic tape. The
tape acts
a running master file.
Each morning the 1401 computer
prints an open-to-sell list, against
which incoming orders are matched.
Timken is now using an IBM
1460 computer with two magnetic
units and one disk file. The central
unit has a storage capacity
16,000 positions. Magnetic tape and
the disk file are used for additional
storage. Daily information is kept
on the disks; as data become his
tory, they are put on magnetic

tape, which is later used for an
nual reports.
Timken is in the process of re
placing this system with an IBM
360 system that will utilize ran
dom access and some card input.
Most of the input, however, will
come directly from a variety of
input devices, such as telephone
and teletype. Output may include
a visual screen to display requested
information.
Trends

The trend is toward more use of
specialized input and output de
vices, particularly across long dis
tances. One company, by installing
teletypes to connect fifteen ware
houses around the company with
the computer, uses a single com
puter to control inventory in fif
teen locations. Another uses remote
printing stations through which
salesmen can ask the computer for
up-to-date price and inventory in
formation and get virtually instan
taneous answers.
In the years ahead, specialists
predict, there will be growing use
of random access equipment, with
centralized data files. Visual dis
play equipment will displace some
hard copy output. Further devel
opment of optical scanning equip
ment to the point where it can read
handwritten characters may even
tually eliminate key punching and
verifying operations. Then the flow
of an order from customer to com
puter to customer will be nearly
automatic.
39
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Every management information system, in a small or
large company, has the same ultimate purpose. But
many companies could benefit from the experience
of the giants who necessarily have the most formal
programs. Here are some of their practices —

DATA AND INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
by Harry H. Elwell, Jr.
Texas Technological College

has proved that
tial documents is acquired at min
managing paperwork so as to
imum cost, that the documents ac
prevent files from duplicating quired are distributed only to those
personnel who have a valid need
themselves on the one hand and
for them, and that the distribution
executives from being buried un
occurs at or perhaps even before
der a landslide of directives  and
reports on the other is essential to
the time the information is actu
the sound planning, scheduling,
ally needed.
and controlling of both company
The system outlined in this ar
and project operations.
ticle has proved effective in meet
Basically, a properly designed
ing these requirements, and, in
and administered data and infor
addition, it provides built-in cross
mation management system should
check control methods to verify
ensure that a minimum of essen
that the system is functioning as
xperience

E
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designed. Although it is true that
the techniques described here were
originally designed for the type of
work normally associated with gov
ernment contracts and may be un
necessarily elaborate for smaller
installations, there is no reason
why they could not be applied
equally well to any manufacturing
business, with the degree of for
mality adjusted to the size of the
business.
This is especially true of a com
pany which must interact closely
Management Services
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Document
distribution list — 1967
A
pervisors
are in direct communica
with other manufacturing
firms.
: Management
Services, Vol.
4, No. 6, November-December
[whole
issue]
tion with designated element data
The first step toward setting up
delivery schedule should be agreed
effective data management is to
contacts in each department man
upon to control distribution and
define and establish explicit guide
ager’s office. The element data con
prevent paperwork bottlenecks.
lines or policies to which all per
tacts, in turn, supply input infor
The systems and procedures en
mation to the element data super
sonnel are required to adhere.
compassed by the foregoing policy
 The
key policies which must be imple
statements are applicable to all
visors.
The data and information man
levels of data management in the
mented include the following:
firm. From the outset, it must be
agement task can be divided into
clear to all concerned that these
two categories of effort: planning
Guiding policies
the firm’s information flow and
policy statements relate data man
agement to the other functional
management of the paperwork.
Firm (“firm” in this context al
activities of the organization. The
ways refers to* “company”) data
statements also define the organi
standards — Data requirements
Planning
zational relationships and commu
must be identified and standard
The firm document tree, Exhibit
nications patterns between the top
ized as early as possible.
3 on page 44, graphically repre
management of the company and
Data requirement justification—
the project and the departmental
sents the relationship of manage
The need for and estimated cost
managers.
ment
planning and information
of required data are to be fully
flow
for
the firm. The tree, along
justified in all instances, and only
with
its
authorized substructures,
essential data are to be acquired.
Fundamental activities
serves
as
a guide to the various
Special forms should be used to in
There
are
fundamental
cri
organizational
elements. It assists
dicate the relation of the data to
teria
for
a
sound
data
and
infor
in
the
understanding
of basic re
the system, piece of equipment, or
mation
management
system.
These
sponsibilities
and
in
the
organiz
service responsibility for which it
are
shown
graphically
in
Exhibit
1
ing
management
reporting.
is needed and to specify by whom
on page 42. The system must (1)
The
document tree is a
the item is needed, how much it
identify
minimum
essential
author
pyramidal
arrangement
which in
will cost, how it will be used, and
ized
paperwork,
(2)
describe
and
terrelates
the
various
levels
of doc
why it is needed.
ument
generation.
As
shown
in Ex
code data for computer or tabu
Data requirement list—A list is
lating machine input, (3) stan
hibit 3, the documents at the top
to be compiled of the minimum es
level of the tree establish broad
dardize documents wherever pos
sential documents authorized for
sible, (4) establish authorized
policy and outline overall require
generation and publication on spe
document archives, and (5) con
ments. The documents at the lower
cific aspects of project operations.
levels are program and project im
trol document distribution and
These lists will be used to define
records.
plementations of the provisions of
the individual items of information
the upper-level firm documents.
required.
Further subdivision of the sub
Data requirement descriptionData management organization
structure of the firm’s document
Documents are to be described
tree is recognized as being a neces
The processing of data into use
detail as to type, content, and
sary extension of the basic docu
ful information and the control of
preparation whenever they are au
paperwork require an effective,
ment requirement list as the pro
thorized for inclusion in the firm’s
efficient system of communication
grams of the
are expanded
data standards.
and direction. Exhibit 2 on page
and made operative. These sub
Firm document index—A com
43 is a schematic diagram showing
structure documents should conputer-updated list of documents
how such a system might be set up.
required and approved for use by
As shown in the figure, the
the firm is to be set up and main
data manager, appointed by the
tained. This index identifies re
HARRY H. ELWELL, JR.,
management to administer
quired management and technical
Ph.D., is professor of
and operate the data and infor
documents as the need for such
marketing at Texas Tech
mation management office of the
nological College in Lub
documents arises and indicates the
bock. In the past he
firm,
has
his
headquarters
in
the
effective date of each.
was associate professor
firm’s program control office. This
Data information processing—A
of marketing at Florida
State University and as
manager is in direct communica
system of information processing
sistant professor of man
tion with the element data super
is to be centralized, using com
agement at the Univer
puter entry forms to enter data
visors, who are responsible for ad
sity of Wichita. A graduate of the University
of Texas, he received his Ph.D. from the Uni
ministering the document control
descriptions into a computer mem
versity of Illinois in 1960. Dr. Elwell has con
ory for subsequent management
activity within each project man
tributed to numerous books and professional
publications.
reporting.
ager’s office. The element data su
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IDENTIFY
MINIMUM
ESSENTIAL
AUTHORIZED
DOCUMENTATION

DESCRIBE AND
CODE DATA
FOR COMPUTER
INPUT

STANDARDIZE
DOCUMENTS
WHERE
POSSIBLE

ESTABLISH
AUTHORIZED
DOCUMENT
CHIVES

CONTROL
DOCUMENT
DISTRIBUTION
AND
RECORDS

Fundamental Data Management Activities

EXHIBIT I
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Firm
Manager

Data Management Lines of Direction and Communication

EXHIBIT 2

tinue the process of relating lowerlevel documents to upper-level
documents in the manner repre
sented in Exhibit 3, a manner an
alogous to the connecting lines of

an organization chart.
In practice, the element data su
pervisors, with the aid of their ele
ment data contacts, identify and
define subordinate management
documents and relate them to the
firm’s document tree. When prop
erly approved, the documents are
described in a standardized form
and are processed for entry into
the firm’s document index.
Documentation management

The data management effort of
ensuring that minimum essential
information is acquired at mini
mum cost and that only essential
distribution is made begins in one
of two ways, either by validating
existing data requirements or es
tablishing data requirements for
new documents.
Exhibit 4 on page 45 shows the
November-December, 1967
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flow of activity necessary to the
validation of existing data require
ments as established in the basic
project contract or from the ap
proved
document tree. Exhibit
5 on page 46 shows the flow of
activity required for establishing
the data requirements for new doc
uments.
The pattern of managerial activ
ity is similar in each of the two
processes, as a quick review of Ex
hibits 4 and 5 indicates. The basic
steps include the following:
1. The firm data manager re
quests each line and staff organi
zational level to establish its data
requirement list. This list can
either be established from the pre
viously validated
document
tree, or it can be initiated by use
of a data information request.
2. Designated element data con
tacts, working with their element
data supervisors, determine the
data necessary to support the sys
tem, the piece of equipment, or
the service responsibility involved.
Data requirements in manufactur

ing companies generally can be es
tablished on the basis of the in
tended use of the data. Of course,
careful consideration must be given
to future planned uses as well
to immediate needs to which the
data relate.
Primary intended uses of data
can be established by selections
from the following list:
Research
Design
Design Approval
Development
Installation
Assembly
Test and/or Checkout
Operation
Maintenance
Repair and Overhead
Provisioning
Personnel and Training
Production
Quality Assurance/Inspection
Reliability
Standardization
Cataloging
Other Requirements
By utilizing a data information
43
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request, the element data contact
Firmof
’s Planning,
Document Administration
quirement
Management Services: A Magazine
Systems, and Controls, Vol.
4 [1967], justification
No. 6, Art. 10 form is pre
and element data supervisor can
Instruction, covering both proced
pared.
propose a preliminary data re
ure and format requirements must
4. The firm ad hoc data review
quirement list. They should
be prepared so that standardiza
team reviews, modifies if neces
substantiate the validity
their
tion can be achieved.
sary, and approves the requested
request with a data requirement
3. The
data manager ap
data requirement list. Applicable
justification.
points an ad hoc data review team
data requirement descriptions are
Example formats for the data
to study existing firm data stan
prepared for each data require
requirement list and data informa
dards and to determine whether
ment list line item. The entire data
tion request forms are given in Ex
or not there is in existence an ap
requirement list/data requirement
hibit 6 and Exhibit 7 on page 47.
propriate data requirement list and
description package then is trans
No attempt will be made to ex
an applicable data requirement de
mitted to the
data manager
plain in detail the method of
scription. If they
the element
for contractual and administrative
using these forms. It should be
data supervisor and element data
authorization. Example formats for
obvious that different require
contact are so notified. If not, a
the data requirement description
ments would be found in different
determination is made of justified
and its supporting data require
firms. A manual of instruction, the
need, and an approved data re
ment justification are shown in ExEXHIBIT 3
The Firm Document Tree
Basic Plans
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ELEMENT DATA
ELEMENT DATA
SUPERVISOR

FIRM AD HOC
DATA REVIEW TEAM

1b

1a
Appoints task teams
to develop firm
document tree and
supporting data
requirement list/
data requirement
description

OTHER

CONTACT

2

Receives tasks
and basic con
tract and sends
element data
supervisor

Contracts,
furnishes basic
proposal and/or
contract

Recommends firm
document
and basic data
requirement list/
data requirement
description
packages

Advises needs
and suggests data
requirement list
and data require
ment description

Evaluates and
processes firm
document tree

Approves firm
document tree
and data require
ment list/data

requirement list/

requirement
description
packages

data requirement
description
packages

7

Negotiates
changes to
contract if
needed

8

Establishes firm
data standards,
firm document
index, firm data
files and docu
ment distribution
list archives'

Validation of Existing Data Requirements

EXHIBIT 4

hibit 8 on pages 48 and 49 and
Exhibit 9 on page 50.
5. The approved list/description
package then is made a part of the
firms archives. First it is included
in the collection of filed formats of
standard data requirement descrip
tions—the Firm Data Standards
book. The package is then enNovember-December, 1967
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coded on proper data information
forms for computer entry.
It should be noted that punched
cards provide a flexible form for
data information processing. In
fact, in smaller installations, equip
ment such as the IBM 407 tabu
lator and accounting machine can
be utilized for printing distribution

lists as effectively as more complex
equipment. Where there is access
to IBM 1401 or larger computers
(capable of rapid data processing
as compared to problem solving
ability), increased flexibility in
both the size and the number of
revisions of distribution lists be
comes an actuality.
45
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The computer-produced firm document index is the basic document. ..

ELEMENT DATA
SUPERVISOR

FIRM AD HOC
DATA REVIEW TEAM

FIRM DATA
MANAGER

ELEMENT DATA
CONTACT

2

Forwards request
and initiates
validation

Appoints task team
to review and
recommend

Receives task and
preliminary data
requirement list/

OTHER

1

Identifies need
and requests
document

4

data requirement
description and
data requirement
justification
package

Prepares
preliminary data
requirement list/

data requirement
description and
data requirement
justification
package

5
Compares to firm
data standards,
evaluates data
requirement justi
fication and
recommends

6
Approves
data requirement
justification and
data requirement
list/datarequire
description
package

7

Contracts
to negotiate
added scope
if needed

8
Establishes firm
data standards,
firm document
index, firm data
files and document
distribution list
archives

Data Requirements for New Documents

EXHIBIT 5
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.. . by which the data manager controls data distribution and record-keeping.
6. The computer or tabulator
output is the firm document index.
This is the basic document by
which the firm data manager con
trols data distribution and record
keeping.
7. Using the firm document in
dex, the firm data manager dis
tributes needed documents accord
ing to a previously agreed upon
document distribution list. In addi
tion, the firm data files are main
tained in terms of current firm
document index items.

Built-in crosscheck control
The system of data and infor
mation management that has been
outlined here can be made infi

nitely more usable as a managerial
control device if three simple cross
checks are built in requirements:
First, document effectiveness
dates should be established for all
documents. Since all approved and
current documents are included in
the firm document tree, the firm
data manager must review peri
odically the firm data standards to
ensure that currency of documents
for recurring needs is maintained.
The document effectiveness date
should be prominently displayed
on the title page of all documents.
In this way it can act as a reminder
to the user to check for currency
before using. The established doc
ument effectiveness date can
be used as a tickler file to remind

the firm data manager of upcom
ing review requirements. Through
critical evaluation, periodic review,
avoidance of duplication, and con
trolled distribution, the firm data
manager can achieve his data man
agement goals.
While accomplishing these de
sirable goals, the firm data man
ager also will lessen the probabili
ties of two undesirable occur
rences. For one thing, he can help
reduce the chances of each sub
ordinate’s making copies of direc
tives which his superior has al
ready received. Furthermore, posi
tive managerial control of the data
and information system works to
keep subordinate executives from
being buried in the snowstorm of

EXHIBIT 6
TITLE OF EFFORT:
XYZ Program

DATA REQUIREMENT LIST
LINE
ITEM
NO.

(A)

001

AUTHORITY
DOCUMENT
NUMBER

TITLE

(B)

(c)

(D)

DRL*-1OO
DRL*-XYZ 100

Report, Progress

FORM
NO.

PREPARED BY (NAME AND TITLE):

MPR

REQ. FREQ.
AND NO.
OF
COPIES
(F)
(e)
PC

12/10

WORK PACKAGE(S) CONTRACT/PRO
1001 thru 1010 XYZ
GRAM

DATE
DUE
TO
USER
(G)

AS OF
DATE

st./Act.

est.Act

MAN/HOURS

SINGLE

PREP.

D-M-Y
(H)

15

APPROVED BY (NAME AND TITLE):

(I)

COST
(J)

200

$4,000

DATE:
9/1/6

9/1/6
*Data Requirement List

EXHIBIT 7


TITLE OF EFFORT:
XYZ—Program

DATA INFORMATION REQUEST
LINE
ITEM
NO.

(A)
U
001

TITLE

AUTHORITY
DOCUMENT
NUMBER

(B)

(c)

Report, Progress

REQUESTED BY (NAME AND TITLE):

November-December, 1967

Published by eGrove, 1967
/
e
./


Prelim.

DATE:
9/1/6_

FORM
NO.

(D)

MPR
Vellum

REQ. FREQ.
OFF. AND NO.
OF
COPIES
(E)
(F)
PC

12/10
to 20

WORK PACKAGE(S)
1001 ET SEQ.

DATE
DUE
TO
USER
(G)

AS OF
DATE
D-M-Y

(H)

15

RECOMMENDED BY (NAME AND TITLE):

CONTRACT /PRO
XYZ
GRAM

est.Act. estAct.
MAN/HOURS SINGLE
PREP.
(J)
(I)

200

$4,000.

DATE:
9/1/6
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NUMBER:
TITLE:
(B) 67-789-001
Report, Monthly Progress

DATE PREPARED:
(c)

EFFECTIVITY DATE:
(D) 9/1/6_

USE:
(I) To report progress on major
work effort, to identify status
of current problems and proposed
corrective action, to project
work schedules to be performed

CONTR.
(E)ADM.

CONTENTS:
(F) U

AVAIL:
(G) H

DISTR.
(H) 11

INTERRELATIONSHIP
(J) Data Requirement List 100 —
Customer Progress Report

PREPARATION INFORMATION (Attach extra sheets as required)
(K) See procedure NR.
Dated
(For Area Responsibilities )
Narrative Style Using Prescribed Format:

a) For Department and Project Data:
1) Highlights of reporting period
2) Plans for
period
3) Where required by corporate policy or contractual obligations:
a) Training report
b) Quality status report
b) For Final Report:
1) Purpose of report
2) Scope of report
3) Highlights of
period
4) Plans for following period

Highlights Section:
a) Compare
progress to planned and scheduled progress during reporting
period,
(identify actual
not on previous reports as a
scheduled plan and scheduled plans not actually accomplished. Provide
explanation for variance.)
b) Identify problem areas,
taken to solve the problems, and status of
each problem at time of the report.
(Provide a straightforward narrative
statement in a positive tone. Avoid using a negative tone and being
critical of other departments, fellow contractors, or customer interface
contacts. In other words, be part of the solution, not part of
problem.)
(Continued next page)

REFERENCES:
(L)

Data Requirement Description — XYZ 100
Firm Data Manager
Policy Manual_ 100

TYPE: REQ. OFF.: Program
(M) 13 (N)
Control

APPROVED BY:
(O )
Firm Data Manager

PAGE
(P)

1
2

OF
PAGES

Data Requirement Description

EXHIBIT 8
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TITLE:
Report, Monthly Progress
NUMBER:
(A)
(B) 67-78
DATE PREPARED:
EFFECTIVITY DATE:
CONTR. 3 CONTENTS:
DISTR.
AVAIL:
(C) 9/l/6_
(D)
(E)ADM.
(F) U
(H)
11
(G)
H
PREPARATION INFORMATION
Continued

c) Describe
illustrate status of design and fabrication projects at the
time of the report.
(List each change, modification, replacement, and/or
repair not
or otherwise reported as accomplished during the
period. Provide estimate of status in terms of when the project will be
completed
what the impact of noncompletion will be.)

d) List contract milestones completed, compare actual to scheduled date of
completion, and estimate completion date of next sequential milestone(s).
(Specify identifiable conditions which could alter scheduled completion,
delivery, or operational dates.)

Plans Section:
a) List of proposed accomplishments for the next reporting

completion dates

b) Schedule of

the proposed accomplishments

Special Instructions:

(A) Title — limit to 53 characters, with first word a noun which
establishes concept of
document

(F) Contents — ”U” for unclassified
(G) Availability — "H"

historical

(H) Distribution — "11" for controlled, special amount
(M) Type — "13" for report type of document

REFERENCES:
(L )

Data Requirement Description —
100
Firm Data Manager — Policy Manual 100

TYPE: REQ. OFF.: Program
(M)13 (N)
Control

APPROVED BY:
(o)
Firm Data Manager

PAGE
(P)

2
2

OF
PAGES.

Data Requirement Description

EXHIBIT 8
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NUMBER:
TITLE:
(b) 67-789-001
(A)
Report, Monthly Progress

NEED RELATIONSHIP:
(c) XYZ Program — All project departments.
From element data contacts by 2nd working day; from element data
supervisors by 4th working day; from firm data manager by 10th
working day; to customer on 15th
PROJECT/DEPARTMENT/INDIVIDUAL NEEDING DATA:

(D) Program Control — Contract technical reviewer and data management.
To start with first month report and to end at the
conclusion of the XYZ Program

HOW DATA WILL BE USED:
(E) To satisfy contract data requirement list 001 and
To provide company history, management effectiveness, deviations
so that progress can be measured and deviations
be analyzed

WHAT DATA WILL COST:

(Estimated):

(F) Each report = 200 man-hours at $20,00/hour (direct and indirect
labor and materials) = $4,000.00

WHY DATA ARE NEEDED:
(G) 1.

2.

For Customer - Contract obligation
For Company:

a)

Month-by-month history of project accom

plishment for corporate headquarters
b)

Month-by-month record of planned operations

compared to actual operations

c)

Month-by-month data to be used in cost

effectiveness determination (emphasizing

quality, timeliness, and economy of
achievement)

d)

Month-by-month data to be used in

tical summaries of project accomplishments
REQ. OFFICE:
(h) Program Cont.

PREPARED BY:
(I)
Firm Data Manager

E
(J)

1
1

OF
PAGES.

Data Requirement Justification

EXHIBIT 9
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all or some of the following gen
functional
management
and tech 1967
unneeded paperwork: Management
and unusedServices,
Vol. 4, No.
6, November-December
[whole issue]
eral document items are typical of
nical planning that are required
reports.
data requirements:
by the project. Each document has
Second, a list of effective pages
a specific message; however, this
should preface each document and
Firm Operating Procedures
message may be appropriate to
should be the first item following

Contract Specifications
more than one of the categories of
the title page. The format of this
Maintenance Manuals
management.
page should be such that the re
Spare Parts Lists
The “Document Categories” ap
ceiver is reminded to insert the
Handling
Procedures
pendix
is
required
in
order
to
ac
latest changes, to destroy super
Departmental
Instructions
complish the following pinposes:
seded pages, and to sign and re
Failure
Analysis
Methods
To serve as a checklist that the
turn the transmittal form to the
Emergency
Procedures
document does in fact cover all
firm data manager. Also included
Safety Procedures
the categories intended
should be a statement of the num
Project
Directives
To provide the user with a ready
ber of pages in the “current” docu
Quality
Assurance Procedures
reference for abstracting informa
ment and the date of latest change
Security Procedures
tion about specific categories
by page number for all issued parts
Test Procedures
To provide information needed
of the document.
Interface Procedures
for cross-referencing documents so
Equipment Logs
that the value of each document
AU documents listed
Logistics Plan
and its usage is enhanced.
Support Equipment Plan
The firm document index ists
The format for the appendix
Training Instructions
all documents that have entered
should be such that four types of
the system either by means of data
information are provided: (1)
Those who understand the sub
information processing forms or
management category or division,
tle
nuances of modern project man
from the originally established firm
(2) brief description of related
agement
as compared to classical
document tree. Maintaining the
management categories, (3) em
management
theory also realize
firm document index in a current
phasis, primary or secondary, of
that data management cannot be
status is a major activity super
the categories listed, and (4) “See
left either unplanned or to the
vised by the firm data manager.
Pages 00” where the key or prin
planning limitations of divisional
The current firm document index
cipal material may be found rela
managers. If nothing else has been
is a two-way tool. On the one
tive to the categories listed.
learned in the technical revolution
hand, it can be used by manage
The purpose of this appendix is
of the space age, the importance of
ment to determine how well the
best achieved when tedious detail
preplanned interaction or “inter
contractual and administratively
is avoided and when the user is
facing” between cooperating agen
imposed document requirements of
provided with a quick look at the
cies and firms has been estab
the firm have been met. This also
document from the category view
lished.
permits more accurate estimating
point. It is a cross-reference ab
Only with cooperative interfac
of the cost of data requirements in
stract. This crosscheck control de
ing
supported by adequate levels
advance of signing new contractu
vice also provides additional infor
of
documentation
can the total ad
al obligations for new projects. On
mation to the firm data manager
vantages
of
combined
efforts be
the other hand, the firm document
concerning the completeness of
attained. At the same time, the
index can be used by receivers of
coverage of the firm’s documents
manager can realize the newly
documents to crosscheck whether
and of how well different cate
they have on hand the latest in
achieved importance of data man
gories have been interrelated.
formation. It also permits the user
agement to the changed opera
to follow up on planned or neces
tional patterns of engineering.
Final recommendations
sary revisions so that documenta
It is no longer true that a firm
tion remains current.
must have documents that repre
There is nothing in the system
Finally, a category management
sent what should have been done.
outlined in this article that cannot
appendix is needed for all docu
be put into practice by large or
The modern manager knows that
ments. This “Document Catego
small businesses. The practices and
he must have documents that rep
ries” appendix will provide cross procedures which the U. S. Air
resent what actually has been done.
reference information useful for or
Force Systems Command, the De
Whether the level of achievement
ganizing document outlines, for
partment of Defense, the National
is more or less than desired is a
data retrieval, and for ensuring
Aeronautics and Space Administra
question of managerial control.
that the completeness of coverage
tion, and other organizations have
What the level of achievement is
intended has been achieved.
found to be necessary for effective
has become a question of how ade
Tree documents are primarily
management have been included.
quately the data and information
designed to interrelate the specific
Users of this system may find that
management system operates.
November-December, 1967
Published by eGrove, 1967
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what people are writing about

BOOKS

Handbook of Business Admini
stration by H. B. Maynard (edi
tor-in-chief), McGraw-Hill Book
Company, New
1967, 2,050
pages, $29.50.
This fat anthology offers a com
plete course in management, from
organization principles to com
puter simulation.
Handbooks,
tionaries, and
supplying a
about a lot of

encyclopedias, dic
other compilations
little information
subjects seem to be

the fashion in business publishing
these days. This latest entrant in
a crowded field, edited by a well
known management consultant, is
one of the best.
Unlike most of its competitors,
this volume is not organized al
phabetically by topics but in log
ical flow by chapters. This makes
it in some ways more like a text
book than a reference book, and
indeed the editor even suggests
that the manager or managerial
aspirant read a chapter a day for
self-development. (There is, unfor
tunately, no chapter that advises
the manager how to organize his
time so
to accomplish this.)
The coverage is comprehensive.

Following a five-chapter introduc
tory section, sixteen sections of
four to twenty-two chapters each
discuss organization, general man
agement, “common concerns of all
managers” (establishing policy,
management development, com
pensation, ethics, etc.), research
and development management,
materials management, manufac
turing management, marketing
management, financial manage
ment, accounting and control, man
agement of human resources, man
aging external relations, secretarial
and legal activities, office admini
stration, systems and data process
ing, management of international
operations, and tools and tech


REVIEW EDITORS

In order to assure comprehensive coverage
magazine
articles dealing with management subjects, Management
Services has arranged with fifteen universities offering the
Ph.D. degree in accounting to have leading magazines in
the field reviewed on a continuing basis by Ph.D. candi
dates under the guidance of the educators listed, who
serve as the review board for this department of Manage
Rment Services. Unsigned reviews have been written by
members of the magazine’s staff.
Jim
Ashburne, The University of Texas, Austin
E. J. Blakely, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Thomas J. Burns, The Ohio State University, Columbus
George Prater, University of Washington, Seattle
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obert L. Dixon, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Leonard A. Doyle, University of California, Berkeley
Dale S. Harwood, Jr., University of Oregon, Eugene
H. P. Holzer, University of Illinois, Urbana
Walter B. Meigs, University of Southern California, Los
Angeles
Herbert E. Miller, Michigan State University,
Lansing
John H. Myers, Northwestern University, Chicago
Carl L. Nelson, Columbia University, New York
Michael Schiff, New York University, New York
Willard E. Stone, University of Florida, Gainesville
ufus Wixon, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
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niques of management
decisionServices,
cates
argue,
analysis
functions
—there is not 1967
: Management
Vol. 4,ofNo.
6, November-December
[whole
issue]deserves recognition
making and control.
as a separate discipline because of
much of importance left to say.
The 177 contributors to the vol
the “enormous refinement” of the
The book contains some interesting
ume include a preponderance of
methods now available for relating
case studies, a convenient chapter
management consultants and pro
cost to effectiveness.
on Defense Department require
fessors, with a surprisingly large
Those methods, largely drawn
ments, and an only vaguely rele
number of editors.
from operations research, are not
vant chapter on PERT and CPM.
In content as well as authorship
described in detail in this book.
It is, however, a useful book,
the handbook’s orientation is not
Here the emphasis is on applica
simple and clearly written. Only
tions. After an introductory chap
financial. The choice of topics in
one chapter — that on decision
the financial management and ac
ter and four technical chapters
theory — might be difficult for non
counting and control sections sug
(measures of effectiveness, the
engineers to follow, and that topic
gests that the editor takes a rather
also is loosely related to value
choice of analytic techniques, the
use of cost estimates, and estimat
narrow view of the financial func
analysis. Anyone concerned with
ing system costs), the contributors
cost reduction will find this manual
tion. These sections are far from
helpful.
to this volume concentrate on the
the strongest in the book.
From the standpoint of the fi
use of cost-effectiveness analysis
in various areas of the defense
nancially trained reader, however,
effort, including the contractors’
this is not necessarily a disadvan
Cost-Effectiveness Analysis: New
work; other federal activities, in
tage. What this book offers to the
Approaches in Decision Making
cluding the “war on poverty”; and
financial executive, accountant, or
by Thomas A. Goldman (editor),
systems man is an overview of
metropolitan transport systems.
Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., New
everybody else’s function rather
For someone who actually wants
York,
1967,
248
pages,
$13.50.
than any really new insight into
to apply cost-effectiveness analysis,
his own. In this role it deserves a
this book, a compilation of papers
Cost-effectiveness analysis, a rel
place in any businessman’s refer
delivered at a symposium spon
atively new technique for evaluat
ence library.
sored by the Washington Opera
ing programs whose results are not
tions Research Council, is not the
measurable in dollar terms, seems
final answer. It suffers from the
to be the wave of the future for
faults common to such collections.
the federal government and pos
Value Engineering in Manufac
The papers vary in thoroughness;
sibly for other nonprofit organiza
turing by the American Society of
some are superficial; some are rep
tions as well. This discussion of it,
Tool and Manufacturing Engi
etitious; and some aspects of the
although sketchy, fills a real need.
neers, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Engle
subject fall between stools. Yet
wood Cliffs, N.J., 1967, 270 pages,
there has been so little published
Ever since Defense Secretary
$10.50.
thus far on cost-effectiveness ana
Robert McNamara introduced cost
lysis that even if this book were a
effectiveness analysis into the na
This handbook, which covers the
good deal less useful than it is, ac
tion’s defense effort, its use has
theory, principles, application, and
countants, businessmen, and par
been growing. Now, under the
administration of value engineering
ticularly consultants would not be
name of program evaluation, it is
(or value analysis'), was written
justified in overlooking it.
being extended into other federal
for engineers, but it is equally suit
departments at the insistence of
able for accountants, purchasing
the Bureau of the Budget. It may
agents, and general managers.
not be long before all government
MAGAZINES
contractors will have to be familiar
Value engineering is defined in
with the technique.
this book as “an organized effort
Acquisitions: Another Viewpoint
to attain optimum value in a prod
Cost-effectiveness analysis is a
by Louis W. Stern, Journal of
uct, system, or service by providing
method of making a choice among
Marketing, July, 1967.
possible alternatives. It is the non
the necessary functions at the low
From this largely empirical study
profit organization’s equivalent of
est cost.” Even more than most
business’s profitability analysis, dif
of the acquisition activities of fif
management techniques, this is
fering from the latter in that only
teen large food manufacturers from
really just the formalization of
1945 through
the author
the inputs (costs) can be meas
common sense—which helps to ex
ured
in
dollars
and
cents
terms;
makes
several
generalizations
about
plain why the 24 contributors to
this volume had such a hard time
the outputs (effectiveness, benefits,
the reasons why some large gro
stretching it out to book length.
etc.) cannot. It is, of course, an
cery manufacturers have acquired
Once the basic concept has been
outgrowth of the more familiar
other firms and the effects on the
explained—and the meaning and
cost-benefit analysis but, its advo
post-merger entities.
November-December, 1967
Published by eGrove, 1967
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give ofthe
latter time
to “and
learn
the Vol.
until
the operating
results of the
Managements
of acquisitionManagement
Services: A Magazine
Planning,
Systems,
Controls,
4 [1967],
No. 6, Art. 10
business.” The most significant
month are final before analyzing
minded companies, this author
short-run changes are in the impo
finds, want to increase corporate
exactly what happened. He finds
sition of reporting, planning, and
this practice somewhat analogous
profits, diversify for shareholders,
accounting techniques already stan
to rowing a boat blindfolded. The
reduce risks, and provide for longdardized in the parent organiza
difficulty is that small defects in
run growth. Additional considera
tion. Full integration is generally
the system have a tendency to ac
tions in mergers are the need to
accomplished gradually unless cir
cumulate into large variances by
broaden product bases and invest
the
end of the month. This was
cumstances,
such
as
the
failure
of
idle funds. These, then, become
consistently
the situation at “Auto
the
acquired
firm
to
show
profits
the chief criteria by which a choice
Enterprises
”
even though the com
or
the
early
retirement
of
its
execu
whether to merge or to concen
pany
had
a
clear-cut organization
tives, require a hastier approach.
trate on internal corporate growth
and
sound
accounting
procedures.
Typically a number of advantages
is made. It may be true, as some
One
plant
controller
became
an
accrue to the acquired firm, e.g.,
claim, that concentration on inter
noyed at the task of being a “score
open lines of credit, “parental”
nal growth would yield greater
keeper” and hired a cost consultant
counsel, availability of the parent’s
long-run rewards. But in the food
to help find a solution to the prob
facilities, joint purchasing privi
manufacturing industry, at least,
lem.
leges with attendant savings, and
such means may be relatively more
Two new reports were devel
various employee benefits.
costly than the merger choice and
oped; they are illustrated in the
From his study, the author is
involve greater risk.
article. The first was a “daily re
able to generalize, within certain
Other reasons for making the
port,” which primarily included in
limitations,
follows: Short-run
acquisition choice are more tech
formation, already available or
considerations in the choice to
nical in nature: Previously demon
easily compiled on a computer with
make acquisitions are technical,
strated product marketing abil
little additional effort, concerning
emphasizing marketing efficiencies;
ity can easily be transferred to
the previous day’s operations. This
considerations from a strict invest
other products, specifically those
report
also included month to date
ment
viewpoint
are
mainly
longacquired through merger; there is
totals.
Plant operating profit was
run
in
nature.
Smaller
competitors
an existing compatibility of prod
broken
down in a normal manner
will find the future more difficult
uct production, distribution, and
for
budgeted
and actual figures,
and the merger possibilities not
selling functions between existing
along
with
variances
from budget.
only more numerous but more at
products and those acquired; ac
By
using
already
available
infor
tractive. The motivation behind
quisitions afford an opportunity to
mation
and
the
computer,
actual
merger is not a desire for monop
make more efficient use of the ac
preparation time was about 40
oly power. While full integration
quiring company’s resources, in
minutes
a day.
is accomplished in longer periods
cluding marketing skills and mer
When
the “daily reports” indi
of time, the short-run approach is
chandising techniques; products of
cated sizable variances, the plant
toward a smooth transition rather
the acquired company provide, in
controller prepared a “profit fore
than immediate change. Finally,
many instances, a base on which
cast” for the remainder of the
acquisitions are cheaper, less risky,
to make differentiated products;
month. He worked closely with
and consume less time in achiev
acquisitions are often made be
fine management to determine the
ing management’s goals than inter
cause the products of the com
causes of the variances and their
nal development of a new product.
panies are complementary; the ac
effect on the month’s profit. Causes
Thomas D. Wood
quiring firm is provided with ready
were isolated as much as possible
University of Florida
access to supermarket shelf area
and analyzed thoroughly by the
not previously available and diffi
plant
manager in a meeting of man
cult to obtain; for food manufac
agement
personnel concerned with
turers, conglomerate mergers pro
the
problem.
Certain corrective ac
Instant
Profit
Control
by
R.
W.
vide the simplest path for growth
P
artridge
,
The
Michigan
Certified
tion
then
became
possible; this as
because government antitrust ac
Public
Accountant,
May-June,
1967.
sisted in substantially reducing the
tivity is mainly pointed at horizon
tal integration, and even at inter
expected lost profit by the month
Why, this author asks, do com
end.
nal growth, rather than at conglom
After six months in operation,
panies struggle with month-end
erate mergers.
“Instant Profit Control” was
suc
After the merger, at least in the
unfavorable variances when the
cessful that all other plants had
effort is frequently unnecessary?
short run, the acquired company
adopted the system. Now only
usually has virtual autonomy, with
minor
variances are usually ex
After
the
preparation
of
the
retention of pre-merger manage
perienced, but plant management
ment. Full and complete integra
monthly budget, Mr. Partridge be
lieves, management generally waits
is not surprised when larger vari
tion with the parent is delayed to
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single-purpose reports. In keeping
ances do occur, having been pro
sole at its point of origin to facili
with the space age information
vided warning. The system has pro
tate immediate transfer of the data
processing philosophy, the major
moted decentralization through the
to the computer, with most source
objective will be the integration
management ranks; line manage
documents remaining in the de

of data for composite and compre
ment now has assumed more re
partment generating the informa
hensive managerial reports, which
sponsibility for profit in the com
tion. The computer will receive in
will ensure better control.
pany’s daily operations.
formation from all parts of the or
The article is useful reading
Timothy L. Ross, CPA
ganization and will sort, update,
a beginning for those just becom
edit, integrate, and store it accord
Michigan State University
ing familiar with management in
ing to established computer pro
formation technology and as a
grams. Budget data and future op
synopsis of futuristic thinking by
erating requirements will also be
those knowledgeable in the field.
part of the data bank and will be
Management Information Tech
Richard J. Vargo
used for comparative purposes. Re
nology in the Space Age by Mi
University of Washington
cent data will always be in the
chael R. Tyran, Management Ac
computer data bank storage, while
counting, April, 1967.
older data stored on tapes, in re
port form, or on microfilm will still
In this article, the project devel
A Two-Stage Forecasting Model:
be accessible for special studies.
opment supervisor of the Pomona
Exponential Smoothing and Mul
With proper programing, a special
Division of General Dynamics Cor
tiple Regression by Dwight B.
report can be obtained directly
poration stresses the importance of
Crane and James
Crotty, Man
from the data bank storage rather
a modern view toward management
agement Science, April, 1967.
than from a rearrangement of in
information technology. He con
formation in existing reports as is
tends, “Computers are the means,
The two-stage forecasting model
now done in most systems. Com
systems are the way, and meaning
presented includes an exponentially
puter programs will be developed
ful information is the need.”
weighted moving average forecast
as needed to show in a single re
port data from specific jobs and
ing procedure which then serves as
This article begins by contrasting
input to a sequential multiple re
departments.
the advances made in other fields
As for the computer programing,
gression. After considering three
with those made in management
problems of the model, the authors
Mr. Tyran believes that today’s
information technology. There is
discuss a practical application by
multi-language coding should be
great need, this author feels, for a
forecasting demand deposits for a
replaced by a single language, one
space age information processing
that is both universal and laymanbank.
philosophy. He says that many
oriented. He thinks programing
types of operating deficiencies arise
This forecasting approach com
should be done by the systems ana
because management accepts piece
bines
two statistical techniques
lyst,
who
should
be
responsible
for
meal reporting rather than demand
usually
applied separately, time
initiating
and
effectively
utilizing
ing an overall concept of manage
series
analysis
and multiple regres
the computer installation.
ment information systems. The
sion.
Time
series
models such as
The author also calls for a syste
author discusses some considera
exponential
smoothing
provide for
matic application of modern scien
tions which each management
detecting
and
adjusting
to change
tific tools. The use of computer
should investigate before setting
in a forecast series but do not pre
models is stressed for routine but
up a space age system, including
dict the changes. Multiple regres
an analysis of what is needed, what
comprehensive analytical functions
sion models, on the other hand,
tools are available, what planning
such as preparing breakeven anal
is necessary, and whether or not a
yses and studies of volume-costoften do not make use of the his
change is desirable.
profit relationships. Other decision
torical pattern of the dependent
He then describes the future in
making tools mentioned are eco
variable (the forecast in this case),
formation processing system, which
nometric models, linear analysis,
relying instead on independent
will be on line-real time for more
statistical sampling, simulation, and
variables having a causal relation
current data and better control.
mathematical models. While these
ship with the dependent variable.
Space age information technology
decision techniques are listed, their
The two-stage forecasting model
will eliminate the present combina
specific uses and effectiveness are
presented includes an exponen
tion of manual-mechanical proc
not discussed.
tially weighted moving average
essing and manual maintenance of
With on-line reporting, central
procedure to forecast the variable
information storage and will hold
storage, and direct access, each ele
of interest and selected indepen
source document movement to a
ment of information can be used
dent variables. These forecasts are
minimum. The source document
for a variety of purposes and re
then used as input to a sequential
will be processed through a con
ports. This will reduce the value of
multiple regression model.
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regression
Contribution
management may adjust its plans
model relates actual values of the
to the Analysis of Capacity Utili
and perhaps seek alternative uses.
dependent variable in period t to
zation by Charles T. Horngren,
Thereafter, master-budgeted
values of the trend forecast and
Accounting Review, April, 1967.
are most suitable for measuring
other independent variables in
controllable performance. The re
A period t-1. By using this proce
This article develops a concep
sponsibility for subsequent failures
dure, a “true” forecast is deter
tual framework to replace the tra
to achieve the planned results can
mined (that is, because the fore
properly be attributed to marketing
ditional volume variance analysis
cast uses lagged data, it represents
for measurement of capacity utili
efficiency (the difference between
a realistic forecast situation). The
zation. Distinct advantages result
budgeted sales and actual sales
two-stage model is considered most
orders received) and/or to produc
from its clear-cut distinction be
applicable to time series which
tion efficiency (the difference be
tween long-range and short-range
possess a trend determined by
tween sales orders received and ac
factors and between hierarchies of
other causally related variables and
tual production and sales).
responsibility.
a significant cyclical and/or sea
sonal pattern.
Capital budgeting decisions to
Physical measures
The authors point out three prob
acquire fixed resources necessarily
lems a user of this model must con
Professor Horngren emphasizes
are dependent on long-range fore
sider. First, the choice of inde
that, for many purposes, physical
casts of demand, material, and
pendent variables requires care to
measures of capacity should suffice.
labor cost trends and of seasonal
avoid the general co-movement of
When it is desirable to express the
and cyclical fluctuations in de
variables over time. Second, there
marketing and production variances
mand. Follow-up evaluations are
is a problem of multi-colinearity
in dollars
well as in physical
needed to determine the validity
which will have a significant effect
units, he proposes the use of unit
of the long-range forecasts and the
if the pattern of co-movement
contribution margins as an esti
resultant planning decisions in or
among the independent variables is
mator of the probable impact on
der to improve the quality of simi
inconsistent. Last, if the indepen
current net income. Lost contribu
lar actions in the future. Professor
dent variables take on values out
tion margins directly measure the
Horngren points out that such
side the range they exhibited in
effects of volume on profits; hence
evaluations present entirely differ
the regression analysis, confidence
they provide a better basis for de
ent problems from those encoun
in the forecasts of the model
cisions than historical fixed costs.
tered in the planning and control
should be reduced.
Contribution margins
estimators
of current operations.
of lost opportunity costs through
A practical application of this
The prevalent approach to the
the failure to utilize available
analysis of capacity utilization for
model to the forecasting of demand
capacity may be especially per
current control purposes is to
deposits for a bank is included.
tinent when the master-budgeted
The dependent variables chosen
“unitize” historical fixed manufac
sales are near practical capacity.
turing costs, applying the same
for the regression model include
The proposed approach is illus
the forecast of demand deposits,
measurement techniques as for
trated by a hypothetical case.
product costing. But historical fixed
business loan volume, and corporate
In discussing the problem of
costs have no particular bearing
bond interest rates. Business loan
how accounting systems can best
on the management problem of ob
volume and corporate bond rates
be designed to tie in with decisions
taining the desired utilization of
were used independent variables
regarding the utilization of capa
existing capacity. They lack eco
because the subject was a large
city, the author advocates the for
nomic significance and fail to em
city bank whose demand deposits
mulation of a reporting system that
phasize the distinction between
were primarily those of large cor
dovetails with specific, well defined
fixed cost incurrence and the mana
porations. The resulting model
gerial objective of maximizing the
decision models such as linear pro
achieved significant improvements
in accuracy of forecasts over the
graming, inventory, and queueing
total contribution margin.
time series.
models. The development of more
This two-stage forecasting model
sophisticated management control
Master-budgeted sales
appears to be a significant im
systems linked with formal deci
According to the author, prac
provement over either of its com
sion models will facilitate attempts
ponents. While caution is neces
tical or attainable capacity provides
to identify variances that better
sary in selecting independent vari
a suitable basis for measurement
approximate lost opportunity costs.
only at the time the master budget
ables, it seems likely that this tech
The proposals expressed in this
is prepared. At that point the dif
nique could be applicable to a
article represent an enlargement
ference between practical or attain
number of business problems.
and embellishment of ideas that
William L. Felix
able capacity and master-budgeted
originally appeared in Professor
sales should be identified so that
The Ohio State University
Horngren’s book, Accounting for
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Management Control: Management
: An IntroServices,
ate an
for test 1967
dominates
the business world to
Vol.artificial
4, No. 6,atmosphere
November-December
[whole issue]
day. No longer are firms managed
duction ( Prentice-Hall, Inc., Engle
ing. Test accounts and transactions,
by one or two men who not only
wood Cliffs, N.J., 1965, Chapter 10.)
he says, check the system in its
formulate goals but personally see
dynamic environment and do so
The concepts advanced appear to
without
the
need
to
distinguish
be
to it that the goals are imple
offer a distinct improvement over

mented. Instead, we are faced with
tween test and actual data since
traditional methods, and the article
test data inputs can be negated
the structured company possessing
is recommended to readers con
many management levels. More im
later. Thus the entire system and
cerned with the measurement of
portant than the number of em
its controls instead of program
idle plant capacity.
ployees an executive must manage
Frederic E. Mints
processing alone are checked out.
Mr. Sullivan, EDP auditor for
is the type of worker with whom
University of Southern California
the executive now deals. The suc
the John Hancock Mutual Life In
cess of the large corporation de
surance Company prefers test deck
pends not on the manual worker
auditing, which can be either a
but on the “knowledge worker.”
processing confirmation or ad
Internal Auditing and Computer
The presence of the knowledge
Programming by F. R. Clark and
vanced selection (in which the ful
worker has several broad effects
fillment of conditions during proc
An Approach to Data Processing
that make effective management a
essing generates a transaction).
Audits and the Related Use of
greater problem than in the past.
Test Decks by J. F. Sullivan, both
Test decks, he asserts, provide for
The measurement of physical out
in The Internal Auditor, Spring,
a thorough review of the matter
put can be accomplished by mathe
1967.
under test, obviate the need for
matical means with comparative
detailed programing knowledge,
ease. However, the measurement of
Writing independently, two au
and, once prepared, can be used
ideas,
the output of the knowledge
thors identify and agree on the
again and again.
worker,
must be a qualitative mea
proper operational environment of
Both authors have responded to
surement
in most cases.
EDP system auditors but differ as
the emerging awareness of the need
Another
effect of the growing im
to the best audit technique.
in EDP systems for simultaneous
portance
of
the knowledge worker
auditing. Each attacks his method
Each author believes that the
is
the
tendency
for important de
ological problem with a different
auditor is a necessary member of
cisions to be made by employees
end in view and thus generates a
the EDP systems team. To play
who are not classified as managers.
different method. However, each
on this team the auditor needs a
The fact that a researcher selects
method provides a valuable addi
one line of inquiry rather than
working and conceptual knowledge
tion to the foundation on which
another can have a profound effect
of computer communications and
better answers to the complex prob
operations. The auditor should par
on the future of a company.
lem of EDP audits will be con
ticipate in EDP systems work
it
Another problem is the difficulty
structed. Management services per
of keeping knowledge workers in
occurs as well as in his traditional
sonnel interested in EDP audits
post hoc role. The systems work
phase with one another; each
can benefit from the theoretical re
worker seems to want to concen
phases are systems design, pro
statements and empirical contri
gram testing, program documen
trate on his own field instead of
butions of these authors.
working in concert with others to
tation, conversions of programs or
William Thomas Stevens
ward a common goal. All these fac
systems, operations, and systems
University of Florida
and program modifications. Many
tors make the knowledge worker
of these have not previously had
hard to supervise.
auditor participation, but he can
There is no unitary list of traits
make a valuable contribution to
possessed by all effective execu
How the Effective Executive Does
each of them.
tives. However, these leaders do
It by Peter F. Drucker, Fortune,
It is also necessary for the audi
have several common characteris
February, 1967.
tor to recognize that in per
tics that can be adopted by others.
forming EDP audits the computer
First, the effective executive con
In this article Drucker expounds
can be used, in effect, to audit it
serves time and puts it to use on
the thesis that a new breed of
important problems instead of be
self. The authors, however, are
manager is needed for todays cor
divided as to the best means of
ing concerned with minor details
poration; he then elaborates the
accomplishing this.
that will have little effect on the
practices that an executive or man
Mr. Clark, who is EDP systems
success or failure of the firm. Many
ager must follow to be effective.
demands are placed on the execu
director for Manpower, Inc., favors
test accounts and transactions over
tive’s time; therefore, the alloca
There has been a shift away from
tion of this scarce resource must be
test decks. He feels that test decks
the small business firm to the large
optimized.
have limited use because they cre
multi-divisional corporation that
November-December, 1967
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sents
the major
of this
Second, an
executive must
guard
and of
business
planning
Management
Services:
A Magazine
Planning,
Systems,are
andconsid
Controls, Vol.
4 [1967],
No. 6, contribution
Art. 10
article. The topics deal with impor
against becoming excessively in
ered, and the interdisciplinary na
tant planning problems and should
volved with “looking downward”
ture of management science and
be of interest to most researchin the supervision of employees at
business planning is noted. Man
minded planners. However, one
the expense of “looking upward”
agement science is related to the

should not expect the list to pro
toward the broad goals of the or
realm of human knowledge by de
vide
ready-to-research topics. Most
ganization. Third, the effective ex
fining the field as “a normative
of the topics cover broad areas and
ecutive looks “outward” as well as
study of interdisciplinary systems
are stated in fairly general terms.
upward. Costs and efforts originate
involving human participants.” In
Before
doing any actual research,
within the firm; results are achieved
other words, management science
the
planner
would have to state
only through sales efforts outside
deals with systems which exhibit
the topics in specific terms and
the firm. Since the outside environ
phenomena that are of interest to
break them down into sub-topics
ment is always in flux, an executive
several different disciplines. The
that could be handled in one re
must constantly be aware of the
study is normative because man
search project.
dynamic nature of the environment
agement science examines means
Russell arefield
within which his company is oper
of guiding organizations toward
The Ohio State University
ating.
the attainment of some purpose
Lastly, the effective executive
such as profits or the personal goals
builds the organization on the
of participants in the organization.
strengths of his employees; he does
Planning is related to management
The Firm Decision Process: An
not concentrate on weaknesses. Se
science because it also attempts to
Econometric Investigation by
lection of personnel for organiza
guide organizations toward the at
Dennis Mueller, Quarterly Jour
tional positions on the basis of
tainment of some purpose.
nal of Economics, February, 1967.
minimizing individual weaknesses
In an attempt to place planning
leads to mediocrity. Recognizing
in perspective within the manage
In a sample of 67 firms, the sothe shortage of employee talent in
ment science field, various parts of
called “consistent K-class” tech
the labor market, the executive
the decision or management proc
niques which permit analysis of
must make full use of employee
of an organization are ex
simultaneous complex interactions
strengths and then use the organi
amined. This examination provides
of variables were used to study the
zational structure to neutralize the
a definition of planning and a
four
basic fund flow decisions of a
employee weaknesses.
fairly complete list of what might
firm.
Roger M. Golden
be called defects in the state of
University of Southern California
the art of planning.
In this article the author develops
Planning is defined
“a process
a
dynamic
model of firm behavior
of setting formal guidelines and
in
which
each
of the dependent
constraints for the behavior of a
variables
becomes
a function not
A Program of Research in Busi
firm.” It is pointed out that plan
only
of
certain
predetermined
exo
ness Planning by H. Igor nsoff,
ners are not solely responsible for
genous variables but also of all the
and R. C. Brandenburg, Manage
performing the planning function
dependent variables in the system.
ment Science, February, 1967.
since practically any member of
This approach, it is argued, is sub
management who makes decisions
stantially better than the standard
The two authors, after identify
for the firm will be involved in
least-squares one in which the en
ing defects in business planning,
planning.
dogenous variables are assumed
prepare list of topics on this sub
The list of defects in the state
be functions of all the exogenous
of the art of business planning is
ject which planners should re
variables but not of the other
used to draw up an extensive set of
search, test, or learn to understand.
endogenous ones. Since decision
research topics in the planning
processes
in an actual firm are
area.
These
topics
are
classified
These authors seek to provide a
characterized
to such a large ex
into three groups: (1) those topics
framework for an extensive pro
tent
by
complex
interactions, Mr.
on which planners should do orig
gram of research in the area of
Mueller
feels
that
only a model
inal research, (2) topics that en
business planning. (By the term
which
allows
for
the
simultaneity
courage the planner to test and ap
“framework” they mean an under
of these processes can really hope
ply the research of others, and (3)
standing of how planning relates
to explain or predict firm behavior
research topics that are best ex
to management science and to the
accurately.
amined by others than planners.
other disciplines making up the
The specific model developed
(
Planners
should,
however,
be
realm of human knowledge.)
deals
with four funds flow deci
aware of the progress being made
After a brief classification of hu
sions
faced
continually by nearly
in these last areas.)
man knowledge, areas of particular
any
industrial
or commercial or
The list of research topics repre
relevance to management science
Management Services
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Lifetime care for a mentally retarded person
costs taxpayers $150,000.

This mentally retarded person won't cost yon a cent.

With special education and vocational train
ing, he learned to work. To hold a job. To earn
good pay.
Fact is, most of the retarded—fully 85 per
cent of them—are capable of becoming use
ful, productive citizens if given opportunities
to develop their abilities.
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol4/iss6/10

Find out what your community can do to
help prevent a needless waste of so many lives
—and a drain on you and other
Write for the free booklet to The Presi
dent's Committee on Mental Retardation,
Washington, D.C. 20201.
Advertising contributed for the public good.
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